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INTRODUCTION
Kansas agriculture has chan.-ed greatly In the last half
century. The eoclety of agricultural people has been settled a
relatively short time and has been exposed to many pronounced
and revolutionary technological advances. As combines, tractors.
Improved crop varieties, agricultural chemicals, fertilizers, and
other continuous advances In production technique were adopted,
change has become the rule rather than the exception. These ad-
vances in farm production have brought about larger Investment In
land, machinery, and equipment and the need of greater skill In
the management of a farm.
Figure 1 gives the Type-of-Farming Areas In Kansas and shows
the variations In agricultural production. For example, Type-of-
Farmlng Area 2 In the eastern part of the state, produoes more
corn, oats, alfalfa, and less wheat. These crops fit well In
dairy and livestock enterprises. Type-of-Farming Area 12 In the
western part of the state produces considerable wheat and grain
sorghum along with range livestock.
Over the years production areas for certain crops have
changed. For example 40 to 50 years ago, considerable land was
planted to corn in central and southwestern Kansas, however, "by
1945-49 no oounty in the southwestern third of the state har-
vested as much as 5,000 acres (corn) per year and even in central
Kansas the acreage devoted to corn was a small fraction of that
Pig. 1. Type-of -Farming Areas In Kansas. Source: Leo M.
Hoover, Kansas Agriculture After 100 Years , Kansas Ag-
rlcultural Experiment Station Bulletin 392, p. 18.
Area 1—Cash grain, livestock, dairy, general, part-time
and residential farms. Wheat, corn, oats In order.
Area 2—Livestock, cash grain, dairy, general. Corn,
wheat, oats.
Area 3—Cash grain, livestock, dairy, general, part-time
and residential. Corn, wheat, oats, hay.
Area 4—Cash grain, livestock, general, dairy. Part of
the Corn Belt
.
Area 5--Range livestock, cash grain, general, dairy.
Wheat, sorghums, hay.
Area 6a—Cash grain, livestock, general. Wheat, sorghums,
hay, some corn.
Area 6b—Similar to 6a, more wheat, less corn, less pas-
ture, less livestock but more dairying.
Area 7--Cash grain, livestock, general. Wheat, sorghums,
very little corn.
Area 8—Cash grain, livestock, general. More hay and much
more corn that Area 6 or 7.
Area 9—Cash grain, some livestock and general. High
percentage In cropland, wheat dominant .
Area 10a--Cash grain, livestock, some general. Wheat and
grain sorghums.
Area 10b—More cash grain, less livestock and general than
10a. Sorghums more Important.
Area 10c—Less cash grain, more livestock, especially range
livestock, than 10a or 10b.
Area 11—Cash grain, livestock, general. Wheat, sorghums,
some corn.
Area 12--Cash grain, range livestock, some general. Wheat,
sorghums. Average size largest of all areas.
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used for wheat production."
The productivity of farmers has shown a remarkable Increase.
Agriculture production has exceeded the necessary requirements
of food and fiber for the growing population as evldenoed by
present agricultural surpluses. However, with adequate produc-
tion, or rather over-production In recent decades, the farmer
has been required to direct his Interest toward keeping pace with
Industrial and aoolal chan es In the eoonomy as the latter ad-
vance their standards of living.
An Indication of the Importance of agrloulture In Kansas Is
suggested by cash farm lnoome from marketings and government
payments In 1968 amounting to a little over 1.2 billion dollars.
Of this amount, livestock and livestock products aocounted for
46 percent; crops, 51 percent; and government payments, 5
percent.*
Over the years, Kansas farmers have operated under condi-
tions which are of lesser ooncern to non-farm business. Not only
are farm businesses subject to fluctuation In the prices of many
of the commodities they sell, but are directly affected by weath-
er hazards. Drought, hall, wind, and floods are of constant
concern to farmers.
The prevailing trend In agrloulture business neceesltates
Increasing the amount of farm Income spent on production relative
1. L. M. Hoover, Kansas Agrloulture After 100 Years, Kansas
Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin 392, p. 34.
2. U.S. Department of Agrloulture, Agricultural Marketing
Servloe, Farm Income Situation , February 1960.
to the amount spent for family consumption. "A relatively large
increase in production expenses has cuused net farm income to
deollne during the period since ar II, despite the fact
that gross farm Income has Increased." 1 This cost-price squeeze
which has developed In agriculture Is making It more difficult
o
than ever for farmers to obtain adequate farm incomes.
The cost-prioe squeeze is sell described by the follovrl
That realized :iruss lnoome of farmers In the United
States during the post-war period has varied from a low of
£.51. S billion in 1949 to a hirh of ise.5 billion In 1958.
Although there has been considerable variation from year
to year, the trend has been upward. Production expenses
of farmers have been increasing rather persistently and
at a rapid rate, varying from a low of |17.2 billion in
1947 to a high of i.26 billion in 19b9. With production
expenses lnorsaslng at a much ir.ore rapid rate than realized
gross income, realized net lnoome declined sharply. Aggre-
gate realized net Income fluctuated between a high of il6.8
billion in 1947 and a low of $11 billion in 1959. 5
These problems which are continually confrottlng farmers,
are making it necessary for those engaged in agriculture to make
adjustments. For some It iteans leaving the farm and finding
employment In other business. Those remaining must concentrate
their efforts on selecting the proper enterprise combinations
and producing their chosen products by the most efficient methods.
These farm problems are not peculiar to any one area in the
United States or Kansas, but apply to all the sectors of the farm
1. "Agriculture Growth and the Rural Economy," Monthly Review,
Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City, June 1960, p. 3.
2. The term "cost-price squeeze" is the ever-increasing
cost of production items farmers buy, with the gross income of
farmers remaining the same or declining,
5. "Agriculture Growth and the Rural Koonomy", ££. clt .,
PP. 5,4:.
economy. However, there are some areas where these farm problems
appear to be more serious*
The Problem
Statements hare been made by those Informed on farming con-
ditions In Kansas, that perhaps one of the crucial farm problem
areas In this state Is In southeastern Kansas. This la well
verified by a statement of professor D. A. Knight, Department of
Agricultural Eoonomloe, Kansas State University, In whloh he
states:
The probleme of Anderson County farms are represent-
ative of those for many farms In southeast Kansas. Farms
are small, the stock of available resouroes Is limited, and
Incomes of many farmers are low. To Increase their Incomes
the farmers must make certain adjustments In the quantities
Although a few farms realised high Incomes as defined here,
the Incomes on many farms were low. More than one half
1 64.7!f) had lnoomes of less than $6,000 and almost one
fourth had lnoomes of less thtn 3,000. Approximately
three fourths of the farmers had lnoomes of less than $6,000
and the lnoome of these fawners was only slightly more than
50 peroent of the total.
Incomes in this statement refor to gross farm lnoome. If farm
expenses are estimated at 59 pfu-oen'.. of grosa farm lnoome. It Is
2
apparent that the net farm lnoomes are too low on many farms.
1. Dale A. Knight, hesource L'es and Irofiuotlvlty and Farm
Income. Anderson County. Kansas, . 50 , Kansas Agricultural Experi-
ment Station, Agricultural Econc.r.ics Keport 88, p. 1.
2. Farm Manasement Association records for 1950 for type of
farming area 2 (Anderson County Is In this area) showed that farm
expenses were 59 peroent of gross farm Income. It Is acknowledged
that Barms In these Farm Management Associations are larger and
perhaps better mananed than the average farm In the area, however,
this 69 peroent may not "Be too much In error for all farms In the
aroa . " Farm Management Summary and Analysis, 1950. Heport by Type -
of-Farmlng Ar»a , Kansas Agricultural Hxperlmwnt Station, Agricul-
tural Koonomlos Keport 41.
It was thought that a study of this nature could best be
developed If one representative oounty were studied Instead of
all 15 counties In southeast Kansas (Type-of-Farmlng Area 1
and 2). Anderson was selected as this representative county.
The pr ivlous quotation stated that "The problems of Anderson
County farms are representative of those for many farms In south
east Kansas." This county possesses typical characteristics of
southeast Kansas. Table 1 shows the land distribution to be
very near the averages oomputed for the distribution of Type-of-
Farmlng Areas 1 and 2 combined. Fortunately reoent studies were
available for Anderson County with regard to crop and livestock
production requirements. 1 Because Anderson County Hob near the
center of the area studied. It was assumed that data from these
previous studies In this county would provide more accurate In-
formation than could be obtained by any other means. Anderson
County Is also subject to average climatic conditions, soil fer-
tility, and topographical features which are similar to other
parts of the area studied. It had within It, a representative
£
of nearly every general soil type In Southeast Kansas.
1. Studies published on farming In Anderson County and
relative to this thesis Include: (a) Dale A. Knight, Practices
and Requirements for the Production of Farm Crops, Anderson
County, Kansas, 1950 , Kansas Agricultural Experiment Station,
Agricultural Economlos Report 65; (b) Dale A. Knight, Beef Cattle
Production in Anderson and Labette Counties, Kansas, 1950 , Kansas
Agricultural Experiment Station, Agricultural Economics Report 76;
(a) Dale A. Knight, Resource Use and iroductlvlty and Farm Income ,
Anderson County, Kansas, 1950 , Kansas Agricultural Experiment
Station, Agricultural Economics Report 88.
2. 0. W. Bldwell, Major Soils In Kansas , Kansas Agricultural
Experiment Station Clroular 356.
Table 1. Acreage and peroent distribution of land In combined
Types-of-Farmlng Areas 1 and 2, and Anderson County, 1954.
Type-of-
Areas 1
Farming :
and 2 :
Andersor
County
i
Land Use
Acres
s %
i Total i
: L»nd :
Acres : Total
Land
Total cropland 2,761,680 52.4 175,166 52.7
Total land pastured
Cropland pastured
Pasture other than cpld.
2,324,626
184,466
2,140,160
44.1
3.5
40.6
139,990
5,766
134,224
42.1
1.7
40.4
Lots, waste, roads, etc.
Woodland not pastured
276,670
95,000
5.2
1.8
16,145
6,633
4.9
2.0
Total nonproductive
Total land In farms
land 571,670
5,273,810
7.0
100.0
22,778
332,168
6.9
100.0
1. Source: 1954 Census of Agriculture, U.S. Department of
Commerce.
The problem for this study was that the financial returns
for farming on many farms In Anderson County were too low. In
order to attack this problem It was first necessary to consider
elements responsible for these unfavorable farm lnoomes. There
were many causes for this, among the more Important weres low
prices for farm products, high production costs, natural hazards
resulting In low farm production, too many and too small farm
enterprises, wrong enterprise. Insufficient capital, lack of
managerial ability on the part of the farmer, size of farm acreage
too small, etc. Of all these responsible factors mentioned, this
study was oonoerned, however, only with: (a) farm acreages too
small, and (b) organization of the farm enterprises (too many
enterprises, enterprises too small and not the proper combination
of enterprises)
.
Objectives
The purpose of this study was to offer some answers to the
problem which has just been stated. The suggested solutions
given here have not, of course, exhausted all the possible answers
whloh could have been given. A study of this kind must have some
limitations. However, this study did offer some concrete sug-
gestions whloh should be helpful to farmers In southeastern
Kansas.
Specif lcally the objectives of this study weret
1. Select farm sizes of adequate acreage.
2. For each size of farm the following farm organizations
were developed:
(a) General farm - (livestock-cash grain)
(b) Primarily livestock, some cash grain
(o) Primarily cash grain, some livestock
The general hypothesis of this study was that farm organiza-
tions for 520 and 480 acre farms in Anderson County, Kansas, couM
be developed which would provide an adequate farm Income. The
reasoning here was that by setting up these various Indicated farm
organizations for these two size farms, an evaluation was possible
as to the probable farm returns. These various farm organizations
1. Farm organization as used In this manuscript refers to
a combination of farm enterprises. Farm organization is also
frequently used in a different context, that is referring to
groups of farmers organized for some political, professional or
social objective, as for example, the Farm Bureau, the Farmers
Union or the Grange.
may then bo used as a guide In farm planning.
The criteria for adequate Income for this study was based
on another study which tried to answer this question "How much
land and other resources do farmers need to combine with their
labor and management In order to obtain levels of earnings
similar to those of semiskilled and skilled workers In nonfarm
employment?" 1 Mr. Brewster suggested "For each of these situa-
tions, the amount and klndB of resources required to enable
operators to have earnings (labor and management) of &2,500 and
$3,500 were estimated. One or the other of these figures approx-
imated the 1954 median earnings of semiskilled Industrial workers
In eaoh of the states under consideration." Adjusting for In-
crease In prloe level comparable Incomes for &2,500 and $5,500
for 1959 would be $2,745 and $5,843 respectively. The figure
of $5,843 Is used In this study for what might be considered an
adequate lnoome for Kansas.
/
DKSCHimCN OP THE AREA
The land In southeast Kansas was not homogeneous from the
standpoint of soil types, nor was It found to be particularly
1. John M. Brewster, Farm Resouroes Seed for Specified
Income Levels , Agrloulture Information Bulletin No. 180, U.S.
Department of Agriculture, Agrloulture Research Service, p. 1.
2. Ibid ., p. 1.
3. Consumer i-rloe - all Items: 1947-49 100; 1954 = 114.8;
19§9 3 124.6. Council of Economic Advisers, Economic Indicators ,
May 1960, prepared for the Joint Economic Committee, U.S. f?overn-
ment Printing Offloe, Washington 1960.
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fertile unless proper management and fertilization practices
were employed. The minimum depth to bedrock was from £ to 4
feet, which indicates relatively shallow eolls requiring good
management to be productive. Host soils had moderate to slow
permeability through a heavy olaypan subsoil.
The topography varied considerably, ranging from undulating
and rolling slopes susoeptible to erosion and excessive draining
In the upland area to nearly level and even poor drainage in the
alluvial soils of the flood plains and terraces. Recommended
soil conservation practices were required on the majority of the
land area to control erosion.
Almost without exception, cropland In southeast Kansas needed
regular applications of lime to neutralize hlrh soil acidity.
Ellis predicted the amount of lime require.; to neutralize acid
soils In a particular area to be very cloi;ely related to the
P
annual rainfall. Southeast Kansas was located In a moderately
heavy rainfall area (58" to 40" annually) and was lnoluded in a
belt of relatively acid soil.
qme low level of soil fertility suggested extensive use of
commercial fertilizers. Most crops required additional nitrogen,
and In limited cases, potassium to furnish adequate soil nu-
trients for the higher yields. Soil was characteristically de-
ficient In phosphorous which should have been almost universally
1. 0. W. Bldwell, Major Soils of Kansas , Kansas Agricultural
Experiment Station, Circular 336, pp. 14, 15.
2. Roscoe Ellis, Jr., Liming Soils in Kansaf , Kansas Agri-
cultural Experiment Station, Circular 313, p. 3.
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applied. "The phosphorous need Is greatest In the southeastern
part of Kansas on noils subjected to heavy rainfall and on soils
In other parts of the eastern half of the state, especially where
erosion has removed much of the surfaoe soil." Mixed fertilizers
provide sufficient amounts of deficient elements. Soil condi-
tions normally responded well to good soil management and fer-
tilizer. Legumes were recommended to maintain a satisfactory
level of organic matter in the soil.
Climate
The climate in southeest Kansas was fcund to be relatively
mild and suitable for general farming. Figure 2 shows the annual
precipitation whloh varied from 34 Inches In the northeastern
section to 42 Inches In the southeast. Figure 8 shows annual
average precipitation by months In Anderson County. This 3.6 year
period showed increasing precipitation In early spring to June
and then a sharp deorease in the midsummer months of July and
August. Again in September, rainfall increased and then steadily
declined through the fall and winter. The implication herein
serves as a warning to summer crop production. Annual drought
oould be expected so regular soil moisture conserving management
practices should be employed.
Figure 4 gives the annual mean temperature ranging from 56
degrees in the northern counties to 58 degrees in the southern
1. 0. W. Bidwell, 0£. £lt., p. 16.
1?;
20" 22" 24" 26" 28" 30" 32"
Fig. 2. Average annual Kansas precipitation. (Based on
1898-1942 period.) Source: 0. Iff. Bldwell, Major Soils
of Kansas, Kansas Agricultural Experiment Station
Circular 336, p. 4.
Inches
Jan Feb fMarch 'April ' May ' June ' July ' Aug ' Sept ' Oct ' Nov ' Dec *"
Months
Pig. 3. Normal precipitation by months, Garnet, Anderson
County, Kansas. (Based on 1931-1946 period.) Source:
Climate of Kansas
, Report of the Kansas State Board of
Agriculture, 1948.
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Fig. 4. Annual mean temperatures. (Based on 1898-1942
period.) Source: 0. W. Bldwell, Major Soils of Kansas
,
Kansas Agricultural Experiment Station Circular 336, p. 5.
160
200
Fig. 5. Averape length of growing season. (Consecutive days
with minimum temperature above 32° F.) Source: O.W. Bldwell,
Major Soils of Kansas
, Kansas Agricultural Experiment Station
Circular 336, p. 5.
ucounties of Type-of-Farmlng Arean's 1 and 2. The length of
growing season or average number of consooutlve days with mini-
mum temperature above 32 degrees was 190 to 200 as Illustrated
In Figure 5.
Land Distribution
Land In Type -of-Farming Areas 1 and 2 was divided Into
3 classifications: total cropland, pasture other than cropland,
and total nonproductive land. 1 Table 1 shows the actual acreages
and the calculated percentage of land In each class. The compu-
tation of total acreas for each classification was based on
totals for the 15 counties In Type-of-Farmlng Areas 1 and 2 which
were calculated from data In the 1954 Bensus. Total cropland was
taken directly from the totals and occupies 52 percent of the
total land area.
Pasture other than cropland was computed by subtracting
cropland used for pasture from total land pasture. The resulting
41 percent of the total land was thought to be an aoourate Indica-
tion of the amount of pasture available. Pasture land classified
in this manner must not be assumed to be entirely composed of
good native pasture slnoe woodland and other poor quality pasture
were included.
1. Nonproductive land included all land not belonging in
pasture or cropland such as woodland not pastured, roads', waste,farmstead, wasteland and lanes.
15
The remaining land was classified as nonproductive land
calculated by adding all waste, etc., and woodland not pastured.
This category comprizes 7 percent of the total land area and was
assumed to return no cash return to the farm. Homes, farmsteads
and feedlots were placed In this olasa.
Land Use
Type-of-Farmlng Areas 1 and 2 were best adapted to peneral
farming with numerous beef, dairy, and hog enterprises. 1 Under
good management, small grains, legumes and pasture crops were
found best suited to the prevailing soil and climatic conditions.
Available data Indicated wheat, corn, oats, soybeans, alfalfa,
sorghum for grain, and sorghum for silage were the Important
crops and occupied 76 percent of the cropland. 2
THE BUDGET
Budget analysis was employed In the study. Just as It
has been effectively used for many years In farm management
1. See Pig. 1, p. 2.
2. Kansas State Board of Agriculture, Price Patterns , 1954-
55; 1955-56; 1956-67; 1957-58. Specified crops In 15 counties
in Type-of-Farmlng Areas 1 and 2 were calculated to occupy the
following percentages of cropland: corn 17.2 percent, wheat 21.9
percent, oats 11.1 percent, soybeans 10.7 percent, alfalfa 6.6
percent, sorghum for grain 8.2 percent, sorghum for forage .S
percent, other crops 24 percent, total 100 percent.
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research. Heady and Jensen have set forth the funotlon of a
farm budget
.
The answer Is the budget or farm plan, a formal or
Informal device for setting down the different crops or
livestock whJoh can be produced and In deciding which al-
ternative Is most profitable. It Is also used to decide
the best production methods—whether to use horse or trac-
tor power, or large or small machines. The farm plan or
budget Is to the farmer what the blueprint or architect
specifications are to the building contractor. It shows
what la to become and how to do It. In setting up a bud-
get or plan, we set down the prospective acreas of each
crop and the numbers of each llvestook; we evaluate farm-
ing practices and estimate the yields and production;
Income and costs are oomputed and finally net inoorce Is
made. If we make up budgets for several systems of farm-
ing, we predict which one will be most profitable. Every
good businessman makes up a plan of this sort; he budgets
his use of capital and labor. 2
Thus, budgeting Is a teohnique for assembling and organi-
zing Information In order to facilitate decisions with respect
to the management of farm resources. This study made full use
of the budget analysis fully utilizing economlo principles with
regards to the selection of production techniques and the re-
sultant organization analysis. Since a budget Is no better
than the data in it, considerable detail was given to how
standards were developed for this study.
1. A few examples in which the budget technique has been
successfully used here at Kansas State University are: (a) R. J.
Doll* Planning the Farm business In the Bluesten Belt of Kansas
,
Kan s a a Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin 294; (b) It. J'.'
Doll, Planning the Farm Business In South Central Kansas , Kansas
Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin 312; Jc) R. J. Doll and
Emery Castle, Suggested Adjustments for Southwestern Kansas
,
Kansas Agricultural Experiment Station Circular 267; (d) J.W.
Koudele and K. R. Sheets, Estimated Capital Requirements, Costs
,
and Returns of the Egg Enterprise in Kansas , Kansas Agricultural
iixperiment Station Technical bulletin 10c.
2. Earl 0. Heady and Harold R. Jenses, Farm Management
tcononics, p. 91.
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General Procedure
Assessor's rolls, census data, Kansas State Eoard of Agri-
culture biennial reports, experiment station data, farm manage-
ment records and other sources of Information were used in
developing these various farm organizations. The advice of
various agricultural specialists was also used.
A farm organization for a general farm was first developed
for the S£0 acre and 4U0 acre farm. Then a primarily cash-grain
farm and a primarily livestock farm were developed for the 320
and 480 acre farms. There were then three different farm organi-
zations for each size of farm. Thus a oomparlscn could be made
of the financial returns for each farm organization.
General Assumptions
One important basic assumption characterizing this study
was above average managerial capability of the farm operator.
It was the firm belief of authorities that this specific assump-
tion played a more strategic role In farm operation than any
other factor of production (i.e., land, labor, or capital).
In each Instance, a Master Farmer has operated under
the same laws. In the same climate, with the same markets,
transportation facilities. Informational aids, etc., as
have his neighbors. In most Instances, he started, eco-
nomically. "From scratch," as probably was true of most of
his neighbors. But this particular farmer and his family
have possessed and exercised persistently certain human
qualities either not possessed to the same degree or not
18
exercised to the same extent by his neighbors.
This assumption granted the hypothetical budgeted operations con-
tained herein, a diBt5.net advantage over current "average opera-
tions" in southeast Kansea. Therefore, the willingness of the
operator to oarefully observe, analyze, and make the decisions
most beneficial to his farm operation were assumed throughout
this thesis.
A second assumption limits the size of enterprise to that
which required very limited hired labor in addition to that fur-
nished by the operator and his family and limited off farm re-
sources* Labor wae assumed to be hired only during extremely
rushed periods such as the harvest of various crops. Hired
labor was needed for efficient operation of specific tasks such
as baling, combining, oornpicklng, and forage harvesting.
Each farming system was assumed to be on an unincorporated
owner-operator basis. Additional technical assumptions are
described in succeeding sections relevant to their specific con-
sideration. With faw noted exceptions, all prices and production
standards were based on average future expectations over a three
to five year time period Immediately subsequent to the date of
writing.
1. F. D. Farrell, Kansas Rural Institutions: VII. Kansas
Master Farmers , KanBas Agricultural Experiment Station Circular
274, p. 38.
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Crop Budget Requirements
A regular crop sequence based on a four year stand of alfal-
fa was considered sufficient to maintain the soil oondltlon, pro-
viding a?falfa was established on each acre of cropland at some
ti.e during the sequence. This practice was necessary to main-
tain a satisfactory structural condition in the characteristically
tight, clay pan soils. Within the orop sequence, it was the
opinion of agronomists at Kansas State University that wheat could
follow mllo, sorghum for silage, or soybeans the same year.
Yields . Crop yields were estimated for corn, wheat, mllo,
soybeans, sorghum for silage, and alfalfa hay. The yields used
for budget purposes were based on conditions of gooc' management
and consequently were somewhat highor than average for the area.
Table 2 shows yields used for all budgets In this study.
Yields wore based on common reoommended varieties for south-
east Kansas such as Pawnee wheat, recommended commercial varieties
of hybrid oorn, Hong Kong soybeans, Kansas common alfalfa. Atlas
sorgo for silage, and recommended commercial varieties of hybrid
mllo. Recent performance tests indloated considerable yield
advantage of hybrid mllo over varieties such as t'ldland and
Plainsman. Hybrid sorghums for silage held a less distinct ad-
vantage. There was some question whether hybrid sorghums were
1. A. L. Clapp, Kansas Grain Sorghum Performance Tests 1958
,
Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin 403.
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Table 2. Crop yields for Anderson County, Kansas.
Crop Yield per acre^
Corn
Wheat
Soybeans
Mllo
Sorghum (silage)
Alfalfa2
54 bushels
28 bushels
15 bushels
52 bushels
9 tons
2.5 tons
1. Final determination of crop yields was made by
Professor R. A. Cleavlnf-er, Extension Specialist In
Agronomy, KSU, Manhattan, Kansas, which were based on good
management practices. However, the following references
were used In computing these yields: Farm Pacts, 1955-59
,
Kansas State Board of Agriculture; Fe rn ''ar.a orient, r.umary
and Analysis Report for Association #6 , 1955-58. Kansas
Agricultural Experiment Station; Dale A. Knight, Resource
Use and Productivity and farm Income, Anderson County
,
Kansas, 1950
, Kansas Agricultural .'ijtnerlment Station.
Agricultural Eoonomlcs Report 8b; and average yields at the
Columbus Experiment Station, 1926-59, obtained from the
Department of Agronomy, Kansas State University, Manhattan,
Kansas.
2. Assume alfalfa was harvested for 4 years, then
plowed under.
sufficiently Improved over Atlas sorgo to merit extensive con-
sideration. Experiment station results In 1957 and 1958 Indi-
cated yields of hybrids were not greater than those of the higher
yielding varieties. However, the experiment station were con-
1. A. L. Clapp, 1959 Experiment Station Results with Sudan-
f
rass. Millet, Forare Sorghum, and Soybean Varieties , Kansas
grloultural Experiment Station Report of Progress (mlmeo) 58,
p. 11.
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atantly developing and testing new hybrids, and It appeared likely
that In the near future, hybrids might surpass the oomaon varieties.
Planting Rates
. Seed planting rates were estixated by con-
sidering recommendations of the Agronomy Department, Kansas State
University. References to actual planting rates used in Anderson
County provided a basis for selecting reali-jtlo planting rates for
various crops as shown In Table 3.
Table 3. Annual seed requirement and cost per specified
crop acre.
Crop
Lbs. : : : Cost
applied : : Amount : p->r
per Purchasing : per
,
: purchasing
unit s acre/ t unit
Annual
cost
per
acre
Corn 7
Wheat 84
Soybeans 36
Hllo 5
Sorghum
(silage)
Alfalfa2
9
16
bu.
bu.
bu.
cwt.
cwt.
cwt
.
.125
1.40
.60
.05
.09
.15
*
11.00
1.75
3.00
16.00
6.50
I
1.38
2.45
1.80
.80
.59
33.00 (4.96) 1.24
1. Planting rates were estimated within ranges reoommendert
with Crop Variety and Planting Recommendations for Kansas , Kansas
Agricultural Experlnent Station Report 6. Aetna 1 plant in- rates
in Anderson County as determined by Dale A. Knight, Practices and
Requirements for the Production of Farm Crops, Anderson County^
Kansas, 1950 , Kansas Agricultural Experiment Station Agricultural
Economics lieport 85, to calculate the exact rate within the
recommended range.
2. A new stand of alfalfa was established every 4 years,
so an annual cost of $1.24 per acre for seed was calculated to be
t of the cost of $4.95 for establishing a new stand.
1. Crop Variety and P lanting Kecommendatlo
Kansas Agricultural Experiment Station Report 6.
ons for Kansas,
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Fertilizer and iilme . Fertilizer requirements were derived
from recommendations by the Kansas Agricultural Experiment Sta-
tion and actual applications In Anderson County. The amounts
used for budget purposes were judged auff lclont to supply the
various .rops with adequate quantities of nitrogen and phosphorus.
Individual farms should have soil tests to find the precise amount
of fertilizer required for partioular fleldB. When only mixed
fertilizer was applied to crops, there was some question concern-
ing the amount of nitrogen supplied. It was thought additional
nitrogen and organic Matter supplied by farm manure would provide
sufficient amounts of these nutrients benefits, when otherwise
the quantity was mln.mum.
All fertilizers were applied at the time of seeding by moans
of a fertilizer attachment on the drill or planter. Somo authori-
ties recommended alternative practioes of side dressing corn and
sorghums at the first or seoond cultivation and top dressing
wheat with ammonium hit rate any time until March 15, rather than
applied with phosphorus at planting time. This praotloe was
followed for corn and wheat, but not for sorghums. Sorghum re-
quirements for nitrogen were somewhat less than for wheat or corn,
so it was assumed additional aide dressing was not necessary.
Fertilizer rate of application, cost, and cost per acre for speci-
fied orops is shown in Table i.
1. F. W. Smith, Fertilizer Keoommendat ions for Kansas, Kansas
Agricultural Experiment Station Circular 285; Dale A. Knight,
Practices and hequlrement.s for the i'roductlon of Farm Crops, Ander-
son County, Kansas, 1950 , Kansas Agricultural Experiment Station.
Agricultural Economics he port 65.
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Fertilizer was not applied to soybean*. "No general recom-
mendation is made for direct fertilization of soybeans." 1 Fer-
tilizer response to soybeans Jibb been eratlc in exp- -latent
station tests and the increase in yield has rot been large. Al-
though soybeans were not fertilized in this study, a suggested
application rate for phosphorus was 90 pounds superphosphate
(0-45-0) per acre, in extremely phosphorus deficient areas. 2 All
other crops responded woll to good fertilizer management.
The need for lime in southeastern Kansas cannot be over
emphasized. It was desirable to apply lime prior to establishing
strong legumes. Alfalfa in particular, removed large amounts of
lime, which in extreme cases, actually resulted in calcium starved
plants. Furthermore, the highly acid soil limited the availabili-
ty of phosphorus and other plant nutrients. 3 The effect of lime
on various crop yields oompared to yields of untreated plots was
studied at the Oolumbus experiment field and especially pointed
out the benefits of liming before legumes. Table 5 shows a 209
percent Increase in alfalfa yield which illustrated the importance
of liming alfalfa. Increased yields in other crops were probably
due, in part, to the Increased effectiveness of alfalfa In the
crop sequence.
Lime was applied at a rate of 2.0 tons per aoro every 10
years by a commercial lime spreader. It was assumed that lime
1. F. W. Smith, ££. clt ., p. 14.
2. F. W. Smith, op. oTE
., p. 14.
3. Roscoe Ellis,
-
Jr., oj>. clt., p. 3.
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was applied prior to establishing a stand of alfalfa. However,
If lime was applied only before alfalfa was established, the farm
organizations with minimum alfalfa acreage would no' reoelve a
sufficient amount of lime to neutralize the aold soil. There-
fore, lime was "ssumed to be applied at other times during the
crop sequence to keep soil acidity at a recommended level.
Table 5. Effect of lime In a rotation of crops, Columbus
Experiment Field, 1924-1954.
! Number : Average yield* : i% Increase
Crop i of : per acre ; Increase due : in yield due: i
: Unllmed : Limed : to liming t to liming
Alfalfa 29 .53 ton 1.64 ton 1.11 ton 209.4
Corn 84 19.80 bu. 29.90 bu. 10.10 bu. 51.0
Flax 23 7.80 bu. 10.70 bu. 2.90 bu. 37.2
Oats 24 19.70 bu. 30.50 bu. 10.80 bu. 54.8
V.haat 24 16.30 bu. 21.60 bu. 5.30 bu. 32.5
Soybeans 24 10.10 bu. 11.70 bu. 1.60 bu. 15.9
1. Calculated from: F. W. Smith, F. E. Davidson and V. H.
Peterson, Soil Fertility Investigations at Columbus Experiment
Field, 1924 - 54 .
It was realized A.S.C. payments would lower liming expenses,
however, this was not considered in budgeting because to qualify
for payments, lime must be applied Immediately prior to establish-
ing legume or grasses. Since legumes occupied only a small per-
oent of the total cropland and were established every 4 years,
the compensation would not have been of great significance as
based on the average application of 2 tons per crop acre every
10 years. Lime applied at this rate was budgeted at .2 tons per
acre annually at acost of $3.38 per ton. An annual lime cost
26
of $.68 per crop acre was derived and used in all budgets.
Pasture Stocking Hate . As mentioned previously, pasture in
southeast Kansas varied considerably, ranging from excellent na-
tive Bluestem to areas of poor pasture that had been grossly
overgrazed. While good Bluestem pasture may safely oarry 1.3 -
1.4 A.U.M.'s per acre, ranges in extremely poor conditions were
in such dire need of improvement that stocking would not be ad-
visable. These wide variations presented a complex problem of
selecting an average stooking rate for the area. An average
stocking rate of .8 to .7 A.U.M.'s per acre was considered
p
reasonable for use in budgeting.
Labor and Power Requirements
. Estimated typical operations,
typical dates, machinery required, labor and power hours and fuel
used for speoified crops are shown in the Appendix. 3 The labor
and power requirements represent time actually spent in the field
and reflect the Influence of bad weather. Allowance was made
for all normal operational duties such as adjustment, repair,
greasing, etc., but does not account for time lost due to break-
downs and aotual time for travel to and from the field. Conse-
quently, these basic power and labor requirements were slightly
low and needed to be adjusted upward to obtain realistic standards.
Therefore, it was assumed that a man would need to spend 20 percent
1. An A.U.M. (Animal Unit Month) is one month's grazing for
an A.U. (animal unit) which is equal to a 1,000 pound beef animal.
2. This estimate was obtained from Ellng L. Anderson, Pro-
fessor Agronomy and range specialist, Kansas State University.
3. See Tables 56-62, pp. 121-128 in Appendix.
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more tine than the hours shown In the Appendix and that tractor
hours aid fuel requirements would bo Increased by 10 peroent.
These adjustments were considered adequate and oomp ^ed favorable
with Farm Management "Han Work Day Standards". 2 Table 6 shows
adjusted labor, power, and fuel requirements used In budgeting
to allow for breakdowns and travel to and from the office
Livestock Budget Requirements
The boef cattle production business Is extremely complex in
nature with many alternative cattle feeding systems possible.
For each type of system, the objective of growing, growing and
fattening, fattening, or any combination of these purposes,
there were many variations with respect to methods of handling,
age and weight, original condition, grade, desired finish, etc.,
to further expand the possibilities of producing beef cattle.
For purposes of this study, the livestock systems have been
restricted to deferred full fed steers, and wintering and fatten-
lng heifers. These programs have been successful in Kansas in
1. 0. J. Scovllle, J. A. Hodges, Practices and Costs on
Wheat Farms in Western Kansas , 1947, Agricultural Experiment
Station Circular £6b, p. 20.
2. Kansas Farm Management Association Account Book
, Kansas
State University, Extension Division and the Department of Agri-
cultural Economics, Form 2.
5. The program of wintering and fattening heifers was a modi-fication of the standard deferred systems. Heifer calves are
bought In the fall, wintered well and put on full feed in May
for market in late summer. This system Is adaptable to farms
with limited pasture . ince the grazing phase is omitted.
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Table 6. Total labor, power, and fuel requirements for
specified crops, Anderson County, Kansas
: Ave ra. e par- ere 1
Crop : Power
^
: Labor l Fuel
Hrs. Hr>. gal.
Wheat:
With combine 4.37 4.87 6.70
Without combine 3.62 3.96 5.40
Corn:
With picker 7.28 8.09 9.60
Without picker 5.89 6.49 7.74
Soybeans:
With combine 5.93 6.61 8.34
Without combine 4.90 5.48 6.78
Ullo:
With combine 5.73 6.40 7.79
Without oomblne 4.73 6.27 6.63
Sorghum for silage:
With forage cutter 10.40 16.03 14.63
Without forage cutter 8.82 14.32 11.50
Alfalfa:
Establish 4.83 5.28 8.20
Harvest, with baler 5.19 10.19 8.81
Harvest, without baler 3.83 7.24 4.85
Annual requirement, with baler* _
Annual requirement, without baler
6.40 11.49 10.86
5.04 8.54 6.90
1. Total requirements were calculated from date In Tables
56 through 62 in the Appendix which were adjusted upward by 20
percent for man hours and 10 percent for tractor and truck
hours and f-allona of fuel to account for breakdowns moving to
and from field, servlolng machines, etc.
2. Power hours are the sum of tractor and t ok hours.
3. Annual requirements for alfalfa Include requirements for
establishing a new stand every 4 years.
the past, and were expected to continue. Such programs offered a
large degree of flexibility, permitted utilization of farm pro-
duced grain and roughape, and profitable disposition of pasture
crops. Also, the size of livestock enterprlze was easily ad-
justed to meet varying requirements for feed, labor, capital, etc.,
as the individual farm deviated from the representative.
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The Deferred Steer Syateii . The deferred full feeding pro-
gram was reoognlzed aa one of the more efficient systems of besf
production. "It utilizes grass and roughages most -*?iolently
In producing well finished young cattle, and has ranked near the
top of the systems of beef production In Kansas." 1 The deferred
steer program was adopted to the budgets with requirements as
shown In Table 7. The regular phases of the system, wintering,
grazing, and full feeding, were supplemented with a pre-wlnterlng
phase to make use of late fall pasture and available crop after-
math. This phase began with the purchase of good quality calves
In normal condition for ranee calves purohased at 425 pounds
about October 15th at $22/owt. or &93.50/^\ead. These calves were
pastured on the available pasture and aftermath, with wome addi-
tional grain and protein supplement near the end of the best graz-
ing period. The calves were fed primarily to overcome their
Initial shrink and adjust to new surrounding and to gain an
average of i pound per day.
Hear the 1st of December, the calves were started on their
wintering ration. This phaie wintered them well to gain l£ pounds
per day on a limited amount of grain and good quality alfalfa hay,
ellage and protein supplement. Under these conditions, the cattle
gained 225 pounds and were fleshy as they went to pasture May 1st.
The stocking rate for deferred steers was calculated to be
1. V. E. McAdams, Deferred Full feeding of Beef Cattle
,
Kansas State College Extension Circular, 238, p. 2.
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3.5 acres per head during the three month grazing period. De-
ferred steers were estimated to average 700 pounds or .7 A.U.
during the three month grazing Beason. On the basis of 2.10
A.U.M.'s required per steer and .6 A.U.M.'s available per acre
for pasture, a stocking rate of 3.5 acres pasture per steer was
calculated. This stooklng rate was thought to furnish sufficient
summer grass for deferred steers and promote the general Improve-
ment of range conditions. It must be noted that this was an aver-
age stocking rate for southeast Kansas, and each pasture must be
evaluated to determine Its specific stocking rate.
The steers were expected to gain 1 pound per day on grass.
Although It was not specified In the system summary. It would
have been desirable to feed the ateers limited protein and grain
on grass near the end of their grazing phase when the pasture
began to dry up. This would hold the grass gain and put the cat-
tle In good condition to begin the full feeding phase August 1st.
The full feeding phase continued In the dry lot with a fat-
tening ration of oorn, hay, silage, and protein supplement In
adequate amounts to produce 2.5 pounds dally gain. Over the 120
day full feeding period, the steers reaohed a grade of low choice
to choice and were ready to sell at 1,075 pounds about December
15th.
A two percent death loss was subtracted from the 1,075 pound
final fed weight. Furthermore, the actual weight at the market
• For explanation of A. U.ll. and pasture stocking
:o section "Pasture Stocking Rate", p. 26.
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was assumed to be 96 percent of the final weight minus death
loss. This allowed an actual market weight of 1011.4 pounds
sold at $23 per owt. to gross #232.61 per head. With an Initial
cost of $93.50 per head, net receipts for deferred steers were
$139.11 per head.
This lfite marketing date was recommended to take advantage
of a recent historical price advantage which Is partially due to
Increased carcass grades. Later markets have been somewhat less
reliable than the earlier, but over a period of years, have
proven advantageous.
This trend, toward higher average returns from December
and January marketing of deferred fed steers, should be
noted as evidence of a shifting In the steer marketing
structure. Evidently, more fat cattle are now being mar-
keted during the early fall months from deferred feeding
operations and commercial feed lots. Therefore, Kansas
stockmen who wish to take more complete advantape of the
grazing season to secure lower oost grains on their oattle,
have a better opportunity to do so and still market the
steers to good advantage, than was true In earlier years.
The exception which still holds true Is that In years of
declining prices, selling In November Is more desirable. 8
Conceivably, If the operator was so laoklng In available capital,
he was unwilling to assume additional risk, then an earlier mar-
keting date might have been preferred, even If less profitable
In the long run.
The Wintering and Fattening iielfer System . A system of
wintering and fattening heifers was adapted to the budgets to
1. Purdue University, Agriculture Extension Service, Manual
of Baef Cattle Management , November 1968, Table 9, p. 22.
2*T Wilton B. i'homas, Profit Factors in Marketing and
Management of Kansas Deferred Fed Steers and tielfers . Unpublished
Master's Thesis, Kansas State University, 1960, p. 30 - 31.
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allow additional livestock for efficient utilization of remaining
farm produced roughages and grain when pasture was fully stocked.
This system Is shown In Table 8, and was similar to the deferred
full feeding system except the grazing phase was omitted. Heifers
were bought at 400 pounds at $20 per cwt. or $80.00 per head and
handled In the same manner through the pre-wlnterlng and wintering
phases, but were placed In dry lot May 1st rather than pastured.
The heifers were full fed 3 months until they were sold
around August 1st. During this time they were expeoted to gain
2& pounds a day on the fattening ration. A selling weight of 876
pounds was expeoted to bring desirable prices In the mid-summer
fat heifer market. A two percent death loss factor was also de-
ducted from the 875 pound final fed weight of heifers. Actual
market weight was assumed to be 97 percent of the flrt.l fed
weight minus death loss. 1 The resulting actual weight at market
was 831.78 pounds sold at #22 per cwt. to gross £182. 99 per heed.
Oross receipts minus #80.00 purchase cost resulted In #102.99
net receipts per heifer.
Livestock Labor and Power hequlrements . Total labor and
power requirements for handling steer and heifer programs con-
sisted of labor and power used In feeding silage, alfalfa, grain,
protein and other tasks such as watering, checking herd, mixing
and grinding feed, handling manure, vaccinating, spraying, haul-
ing feed, working cattle, and veterinary labor. Slnoe no beef-
1. Purdue University, Agriculture Extension Service, op .
olt ., Table 13, p. 27.
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feeding system contained extremely small or large numbers of
cattle, the economies of scale were assumed to be negligible and
all requirements were held constant for all sized enterprises.
Irregularities In available data necesslteted these budget as-
sumptions, even though It would have been more reallstlo to show
some economy of labor and power as size increases*
Cash Livestock hxpenses . Livestock expenses lnclufled vet-
erinary service and medlolne coats, feed bought, machinery power
cost, and marketing costs. Veterinary service and medlolne ex-
penses were assumed to be $2.00 per head for both steers and
heifers.
Feed costs were a total of all feed and supplement purchased
In addition to that produced on the farm. Mllo was assu-iid to
substitute as feed grain at 95 percent feeding value 'elatlve to
corn and was purchased if additional grain was required. At 96
percent feeding value of corn, mllo was the least cost grain at
$.85 per bushel and corn $.95 per bushel. Kilo furnished 100
pounds of oorn equivalent for &1.60 while the higher prloed corn
furnished 100 pounds oorn equivalent for $1.70. All mllo pur-
chased was charged |.06 per bushel for trucking which was inoluded
under "Peed Grain Hauled" In the budgets. If grain In excess of
that fed to livestock was produced on the farm, all mllo was fed
and the surplus corn sold.
Leonard W. Schruben, Ruth E. Clifton, How to Save When
•lng G:Buyin rains , Kansas Agricultural Experiment Station Circular
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A relationship of .67 gallons of fuel oonsumed to .55 hours
of power used In livestock production cited In Knight's study
was adjusted to 1.22 gallons of fuel for one hour of power to
calculate livestock machinery power cost. The cost per hour of
power for livestock was calculated similarly to machinery oper-
ating ooats for orop production. The computed cost of power
was approximately 27.5/ per hour for 5 hours total power require-
ments to give $1.38 per deferred steer and 4.5 hour total power
requirements resulting In $1.24 per heifer.
Marketing costs were calculated at #.50/cwt. llvewelght at
market. A per head marketing cost of $5.06 and $4.1.6 f0r steers
and heifers respectively was calculated from their final market
weights of 1011 and 832 pounds.
Livestock Investment and Fixed Expenses . The avrage In-
vestment for livestock enterprises was divided into three cate-
gories — livestock, livestock equipment and buildings, and feed.
The average Investment during one year for these items was
charged interest which was considered an "opportunity cost".
When used in this manner, the opportunity cost indicates the in-
come sacrificed if the operators capital Involved in average in-
vestment for livestock enterprises were invested elsewhere at the
same Interest. On the otherhand, if the operator was required to
1. Dale A. Knight, Beef Cattle Production In Anderson and
Labette Counties, Kansas, 1950
, Kansas Agricultural Experiment
Station, Agricultural Economics Report 76, p. 17.
2. Fuel at $.20 per gallon, oil and lubricant at 12.4 per-
cent of fuel cost. See "Farm Machinery and Equipment" section
for detailed explanation.
3. lui ue University, Agriculture Extension Service, ojg. clt .
borrow this amount of capital fro™ a lending Institution, this
cost would approximate his Interest expense.
The average Investment In steera and heifers was an average
of purchase cost and sales reoelpts times the part of a year the
cattle were owned. The average value of steers was $163.00 per
head. Since they were kept on the farm 14 months, their average
Investment was 1.15 times the average value or $187.00. The
average value of heifers was $131.50, but they vert kept only
nine months or .75 years, so the average Investment was $99 per
head.
An average livestock Investment of $5 per head for both
steers and heifers was assumed adequate for all equipment and
buildings necessary for livestock production not Included as
real estate. This livestock building and equipment investment
was Included with the other buildings and Improvements on the
farm In "Buildings and livestock equipment" as fixed capital .
Average feed Investments were based on $76.90 per steer and
$69.60 per heifer and were derived by totaling the cost of all
feed required, (not Including pasture) for one animal. It was
a. 'imed the average feed Investment would be one-half the total
feed cost, slnoe normally feed would be stored on the farm about
one-half year.
1. H. C. Love, J. H. Coolldge, R. D. McKlnney, op. clt., p. 7.
2. Most roughage would be consumed In the winter after It
was harvewted; some grain would be fed to steers Immediately after
It was harvested In the fall; some would be fed to heifers In the
summer; and the remainder fed to steers at the first of the feed-
ing period In late summer.
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Livestock were assumed to be Insured for fire, lightning,
vehlole Injury, wind, end hall during six dani/eroue summer months
at a rate of $4.20 per #1,000 coverage. Steers and heifers were
assumed to be Insured for $115 and $90 or 75 percent of their
average value during this six month period at an approximate cost
of |.50 and $.40 respectively. Feraonal property tax on live-
stock was oomputed at the previously calculat >d levy or 48.54
g
mills. Steers would have been assessed at approximately $30
per head January 1st and taxed at $1.45 per head. 8 On the same
basis, heifers were assessed at $25 per head and taxed at $1.20
each. Tax and Insurance on llvestook were combined on a per head
basis to derive a single fixed expense charge of $1.95 for steers
and $1.60 for heifers.
Insurance on livestock equipment was calculated i t nine per-
cent of the avera^o Investment which also allowed for deprecia-
tion and repair.* Tax on livestock equipment was calovluted on
the same basis bb tax on buildings and Improvements.^ These
charpes were calculated as oompcsite flaed expenses In a category
with other bulldlnrs and Improvements on the farm.
Tax on livestock feed was based on an average assessment of
1. Insurance rates and Information regarding common ooverage
was obtained from the Kansas Farm Bureau Mutual Insurance Company,
Manhattan, Kansas.
2. See Appendix, Table 63, p. 129.
5. Kansas Property Valuation Department, 1960 Schedule of
Valuation—Livestock and Poultry .
31 K. C. Love, H. II. Coolldge, R. P. McRlnney, op. clt.,
p. 10.
—
5. See section "Ileal Estate Taxes", p. 52.
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30 percent of market value. It was assumed approximately one-
half the total livestock feed was on hand January 1st for tax
purposes, the same as the average Investment In feed. The re-
sulting assessed value of feed In each budget was taxed at the
calculated 48.54 levy.
Prices
Recent studies recognize that when the budget method Is used
for comparing the profitability of alternative farming systems,
It Is extremely Important that price relationships among various
farm commodities produced for sale and all Items purohased by
the farmer for farm operation be accurate.
The validity of conclusions based on budgeting Is likely
to be influenced greatly by the choice of prices used, re-
gardless of the accuracy of the physical coefficients used.
With price relationships changing continuously, two differ-
ent sets of prices may yield opposite conclusions as to com-
parative profitability. Henoe, the Importance of a wise
choice of prices. 2
Being cognizant that if the price of one commodity was too high
in r latlon to another, a budget in which this com odity was im-
portant would show a more favorable organization than it should.
Hence, the results of the study would be misleading and the pur-
pose of the thesis defeated. For these reasons, particular care
was taken to develop a set of prices that would show the general
1. Kansas Property Valuation Department, 1960 Schedule of
Valuation—Livestock and Poultry .
ST Uorth Central Farm Management Research Committee. Bud -
geting in Farm Management Research
, p. 17.
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expected price level and reflect the proper price relationship
among various Items for the proceeding five year time period.
Historical series of prices received by farmers for products
they sell and prices paid by them for Items purchased for farm
production were of assistance In computing prices used In bud-
geting. Present prices for these Items mere also considered.
Slnoe the farm organizations proposed In this study were for the
next 5 years, any factors which might have influenced these
prloes during this time were of course considered In the final
determination of budget prloes.
Livestock Prices . The author recognized the estimation of
future llvestook prloes as a study within Itself, therefore, the
opinions of an experienced livestock marketing specialist were
used exclusively to set the general cattle price levels and
relationships. It was noted that cattle Inventory numbers
appeared near their peak In the cattle cycle, which. Judging
from past history, indicated a decline In cattle prices relative
to the current prices. All cattle prices are shown in Table 9 and
were estimated with special consideration to market weights,
grades, and dates.
Crop Commodity Prloes . The determination of prices re-
ceived for crop commodities presented a difficult problem because
government supports rates reflected a strong Influence on oom-
1. Llvestook prices were determined by Professor John
McCoy, Department of Agriculture Economics, Kansas State
University.
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Table 9» Prices for livestock at specified weight and
date of transaotlon.l
Type of
livestock
: Price :
: per :
: cwt. :
wt
.
j Price
i per
: head
: Approximate
: date
1 lbs. #
Steer calves 22.00 425 93.50 Oct. 15.
Heifer calves 20.00 400 80.00 Oot. 15
Fat steers 23.00 1011 232.61 Deo. 15
Pat heifers 22.00 832 182.99 Aug. 1
1. Livestock prices were determined by John McCoy,
Professor of Agricultural Economics, Kansas State Universi-
ty, Manhattan, Kansas.
2. Prices were for replacement calves grading good
to oholoe and slaughter steers and heifers grading choice.
Calf prices were prices paid In Anderson County, Kansas,
which Included marketing and transportation costs. Pat
slaughter animal prices were prices at terminal markets
and excluded marketing and transportation costs.
modlty price levels and relationships. It was conoluded that
present supports rate3 would Indicate the most accurate trend In
prloes. Average annual prices received In Anderson County from
1945 to 1958 were used to calculate the general relationship
among various commodities. Th;; period from 1955 through 1958
Indicated a direct relationship between actual prloes received
and government support base rates In Anderson County. This re-
lationship was adjusted to I960 support rates to estimate the
expected level of prices. The resulting prloes were then altered
slightly to conform more nearly with historical ratios. This
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alteration was not of great magnitude since some price relation-
ships were observed to be changing.
Table 10.
orop oomriod
lved by
itles. 1
Crop Unit Price 2
Corn
Wheat
Soybeans
kilo
Oats
Sorghum (silage)
Alfalfa Hay
Prairie Hay
bu. .95
bu. 1.76
bu.
bu.
1.75
.86
bu. .55
ton 6.50
ton 16.00
ton 11.00
1. Farm Crop Prices were estimated from past trends
available In Kansas State Board of Agriculture, Farm Facts
for Anderson County, Kansas, 1946-1958; C.C.C. Grain trice
Support Bulletins from the Federal Register for Anderson
County, Kansas, 1955-1960; and average season prices for
the 6th Crop Reporting District compiled by the Kansas Crop
and Livestock Reporting Service, 1946-1955. Many helpful
suggestions and opinions concerning these prloes were
offered by Assistant Professor Orlo Sorenson, Department of
Agricultural Eoonomlos, Kansas State University, Manhattan,
Kansas.
2. The designated F^ce does not Include transporta-
tion charges from the fRrm to the local markets. The gen-
eral level of prloes nay not be oorreot at a particular
time, but it was hoped these prices would Indicate a
proper relationship between the various commodities for
the succeeding 3 to 5 years.
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Miscellaneous Prlcea . Prices for miscellaneous Items are
listed In Table 11 and Include gas and lubricants, llvestook
supplements, fertilizers, and seeds. These prices were set
according to historical data and adjusted to 1960 dealer prices
prevailing In Manhattan, Kansas.
Table 11. Prices paid by farmers for miscellaneous Items.
1Item s Unit : Price
Fuel and lubricants:
Gas
Oil
Grease
Livestock supplements:
Protein supplement
Salt and mineral
Fertilizer and lime:
Superphosphate (0 - 45 - 0)
Mixed fertilizer (16-20-0)
Ararionlum nitrate (33.55? N)
Lime, applied
Seeds:
Corn
Wheat
Soybeans
Mllo
Sorghum (silage)
Alfalfa
1. Calculated from Kansas State Board of Agriculture,
Price Patterns ; and 1960 dealer prices in Manhattan, Kansas.
The prloe of gas, oil, and grease were obtained exclusively
from local dealers, and allowed for state gasoline tax refunds.
Protein supplements, salt and mineral, and commercial fertilizer
gal. .20
gal. .90
lb. .20
cwt. 4 .20
cwt
.
1 .25
ton 80 .00
ton 80 .00
ton 35 .00
ton 3 .38
bu. 11 .00
bu. 1,.75
bu. 3, 00
cwt. 16 .00
cwt 6,.50
cwt. n,.00
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prices were adjusted fron. historical prices to current local
prices.
The price of lime was calculated from Information obtained
from the Riley County A.S.C. Office, Manhattan, Kansas. Prices
received from this office were 1960 A.S.C. payments to farmers
for lime In each county In Type-of-Farming Areas 1 and 2. 2
A.S.C. payments were currently 70 percent of total oost of lime
and application, from which the total oost was calculated. The
cost of lime used In budgeting was $3.38 per ton, an unweighted
average of the computed cost per ton of the 15 oountles.
Seed prloes were based on certified seed for soybeans,
sorghum for silage, and alfalfa; hybrid seed for corn, and ralltj
and home-produced seed for wheat. Prices were estimated from
historical data furnished by the State Board of Agriculture and
adjusted to future priced obtained from the opinions of Manhattan
seed dealers. It was noted that some prices, alfalfa seed In
particular, varied considerably from year to year depending on the
supply, but it has hoped an accurate relationship of average
prloes in the succeeding 3 to 5 year time period was obtained.
Custom Rates
Custom rates for combining, field cutter operations, baling,
picking corn, and hauling grain are shown in Table 12. Custom
1. Kansas State Board of Agrloulture, Price Patterns
, pp. 70,78.
2. Shown In Table 55, p. 120, in Appendix.
3. Kansas State Board of Agrloulture, Price Patterns
, p. 78.
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rates were selected with special regard to equipment furnished
by the ouatom operator as it fit the needs of the farm operation.
A normal charge for only a field cutter, for example, would have
been less than $E.Oi) per ton. however, small size faros In this
study lacked additional equipment to haul silage from the field
to silo. Consequently, a higher rate was selected to oover addi-
tional equipment oosts.
Table 12. Custom rates for farm operations.
: Equipment furnished by : Unit i Rate 1
Operation : custom operator : :
Combining Combine Acre 4.00
Picking oorn Corn picker, 2 wagons Aore 4.00
Baling Baler, wagon Ton 4.00
Forage cutting Field cutter, 2 tractors Ton 2.00
and 2 wagons or
2 trucks
Hauling grain Truck Bu. .05
1. Estimated from Information cited In D. b. Jeffrey,
Cecil I). Maynard, and Odel L. Walker, Oklahoma Custom Rates
,
1960; Oklahoma State University leaflet L-50; and C. L.
Ahrens, C. F. Bortfeld, and J. A. Hodges, 1955 Custom Rates
for Farm Operations In Eastern Kansas , Kansas Agricultural
Experiment Station, Agricultural Economlos Report 72.
Farm Maohinery aid Equipment
Table IS shows an Inventory of farm equipment and maohinery
assumed to be necessary and economical for operation of 320 and
480 aore farms. The selection of maohinery was made by referring
4fl
to "typical machines" Hated In tables In the Appendix, and other
equipment considered necessary on these size farms.
The question of whether or not to own speolflc pieces of
equipment Is extremely important , especially on snail size farms*
Table 14 shows annual minimum use required to permit farm owner-
ship of various equipment and was used as a general <mlde in
formulating machinery and equipment Inventories. This table was
complied strictly on a cost basis with no consideration to time-
liness of operation. Information was not available for one row
forage harvesters with custom ra'„6s on tonage basis, but It was
assumed neither size farm would own one. Based on the available
Information, neither balers nor corn plokers were Included in
the machinery Inventory, and combines only ou the 480 acre farm.
Annual Post of ownership. Annual cost of ownership for
farm machinery that might bo found on 520 and 480 acre farms was
based on percentage of the original cost, and converted to dollar
o
values. Average retail prices for 1959 and 1960 dealer prices
in Manhattan, Kansas, were used for computations. 3 The annual
cost to own, represented costs for housing, tax depreciation,
4insurance, and ropair. The rate when expressed in percent of
1. Tables 56-62, pp. 121-128, In Appendix.
2. Taole 64, p. 130 in Appendix.
S. G.ri. Larson, O.E. Fairbanks, F.C. Fentons, What It Costs
to Use Farm Machinery , Kansas Agriculture Experiment Station
Bulletin 417, pp. 10, 11.
4. Ibid., p. 37. Annual costs expressed in percent of ini-
tial costs used in the study vsried from rates listed in this publi-
cation. Rates used in the study did not Include Interest. In-
terest ohanges were calculated separately from other annual costs
and were included with all other interest in "Interest on Invest-
ment". The Interest charged was 6 percent annually. The dif-
ference between the two annual costs of ownership expressed In
percent of initial costs was Interest on the average Investment
or 3.3 percent (.55 X 6 percent).
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Table 14. Annuel minimum use for specified farm machinery
to permit farm ownership. 1
Machine Size Unit
: :
: Custom :
: rate :
Annual
r'irlmur use
if owned
Combine, *T0 6 Foot
Baler, PTO, twine tie Medium
duty
Forage harvester, JTO 1
Cornploker, MTD
row
2 row
t
ecre 4.00
ton 4.00
ton 2.00
acre 4.00
80
150
160
1. Calculated from Charle* W. Kauhelm, Carl B. Lewis, Farm
Maohln&ry Estimated Life, Usage and Duty Katos, and Costs to Own
and Operate
, U.S. Department of Agriculture, Agriculture Kesoaroh
Service, In cooperation with '.he Agricultural Experiment Stf.tlon,
K.S.H., Manhattan, Kansas. (The above bulletin was in the pro-
cess of being published at the time this thesis was written.)
&. Information not available on ton baBls for forage har-
vester and supplementary equipment.
original cost, varies due to differences in repair ooBts and
depreciation tmong the various pieces of machinery.
Table 15 also shows the average investment in machinery com-
puted at 55 percent of original value. Thi3 indicates the average
value of the machine over its full life plus a salvage or trade
in value of 10 percent of initial cost. The average investment
was used to compute the total maohlnery investment and interest
on working capital.
Each sir.e farm was assumed to have miscellaneous toolB and
equipment such as hammorc, wrenches, grinders, shovels, etc.,
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Initially valued at $500. Annual coat to own was calculated at
a rate similar to farm machinery with a 16 year life and two
percent Initial cost budgeted to repairs. This was thought
reasonable to cover all expenses plus replacement due to loss of
small size items.
Operating Cost of Machinery and Equipment . The operating
cost of equipment per crop acre was calculated to include fuel,
oil, and lubricant, which was based on total fuel requirements
2 3for each specified crop. ' It must be noted that this amount
Included the total fuel consumed by all types of equipment and
for all operations. Kence, the fuel cost per acre covered
trucks, tractor and machlnerj engine consumption.
Oil and lubricant requirements and cost estimates were com-
puted with relation to fuel cost. It was assumed average con-
sumption of the latter two Items would remain relatively constant
with respect to fuel consumption over all operations, A recent
study stated the relative importance of each item in the oost of
operation as percentage of total operating costs. This indi-
cated fuel to be 27.4 percent, lubrication 1.7 percent, and o!l
1.7 percent of total operating costs. On this basis, both the
cost of oil and the cost of lubricant were calculated to be 6.2
percent of the cost cf fuel.
1. Estimate for miscellaneous tools and equipment obtained
from Charles Mlcheel, Agriculture Economist, USDA, ARS, at Kansas
State University, Manhattan, Kansas.
2. Repairs were Included in "Annual Cost of Ownership".
3. Table) 6, p. 28, tflves total fuel requirements.
4. G.fl. Larson, G.E. Fairbanks, and F.C. Fenton, op. cit .,
p. 31.
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1'ricee of fuel and oil were $.20 and J. 90 per gallon respec-
tively, and lubricant was $.20 per pound. 1 At these rates, a
ratio of $.0124 or .014 gallons of oil and $.0124 or .062 pounds
of lubricant were consumed per gallon of fuel at $.20. For bud-
get purposes, oil and lubrloant costs were combined to equal
12.4 peroent of the fuel cost and are shown In Table IB.
Table 15. Power operating costs per acre for specified crops.
s Fuel : : Oil and 1 Annual
Crop and Maohlne : cost 1 : ! lube costs i : operating costs
1 $ |Wheats
With combine 1.34 .17 1.51
Without oomblne 1.08 .13 1.21
Corn:
With picker 1.92 .24 2.16
Without picker 1.55 .19 1.74
Soybeans
:
With combine 1.67 .21 1.88
Without oomblne 1.S6 .17 1.53
Mllo:
With combine 1.56 .19 1.75
Without combine 1.33 .16 1.49
Sorghum for s ilage
:
With forage cutter 2.93 .36 3.29
Without forage cutter
Alfalfas 5
2.30 .29 2.59
With baler 2.17 .27 2.44
Without baler 1.38 .17 1.55
1. Calculated from fuel requirements in Table 6 at $.20
per gallon.
2. Calculated from information provided in G.H. Larson, G.E.
Fairbanks, and F.C. Fenton, What It Costs to Operate Farm Machin-
ery
,
Kansas Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin 4~l7". DTI
and lubricant were calculated to be 12.4 percent of fuel cost.
3. Alfalfa was established every four years, consequently i
the cost of establishing a new stand was charged In addition to
the annual harvest cost.
I* Table 11, p. 43.
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Farm Real Estate Values
The present value of farm real estate was calculated from
1955 average values per acre for land In farms In Type-of-Parmlng
Areas 1 and 2. These values were Inflated to a 1969 level by
means of Index values based on 1957-49 averages. This method
Indicated a 1959 value of $86.76 per aero In Type-of-Parmlng
Area 1 and $94.49 per acre for Type-of-Farmlng Area 2. The
weighted average value per acre for these two areas was $91.39
whloh was raised and rounded to #92. 00, end was the per acre
value used In budgeting. This estimate Included both land and
buildings which was not suitable for calculating depredation,
repair, and insurance on the farm Improvements. Department of
Agriculture figures indicated approximately 15 percent of the
total land value in Kansas was farm dwellings and service bulld-
lngs. On this basis the value of land less improvements was
$78.20 per acre and the investment in buildings and Improvements
was $13.80 per acre.
In the past deoade farm real estate values have increased
tremendously due to expansion of farm size to handle modern equip-
ment and make use of economies of scale; demand for non-farm pur-
poses; demand of persons not engaged in farming for purposes of
1. Harold H. Ramsbacher, Wilfred H. Pine, Merton L. Ottc,
and J. E. Pallesen, Trend in Land Values In Kansas , Kansas Agri-
cultural Experiment Station Bulletin 422, p. 12,
2. Ibid
., p. 22.
3. U.S. Department of Agriculture, Current Developments in
the Farm Real Estate Market , Agricultural Research Service, May
1960, p. 28.
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Investment; hedging against Inflation; personal satisfaction and
prestige; etc. However, some authorities predict a leveling off
and possible decline In real estate values due to a recent de-
crease In demand. Since farm real ectate values were adjusted
to 1959 levels for budget purposes, further Inflation of real
estate values was thought to be an Intangible measure and could
not be expected to give a more accurate Indication of average
farm real estate value for the next five years than basic 1959
values
•
Real Estate Taxes
Real estate and personal property tax rates were derived
from 1959 tax rolls which gave the 1959 tax levy for each county
In Type-of-Farming Areas 1 and 2. 2 A weighted average was cal-
culated by dividing the total tax collected by the total assessed
1. Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City, "Is the Farm Real
Estate Boom Ebbing?", Monthly Review
, p. 15
Although the Influences that have been responsible for
Increased farm real estate values In recent years will con-
tinue to exert an upward pressure M values, It does not
appear probable that demand will be as strong as in the 1950'
s
if present trends In agriculture continue. The competitive
struggle of farmers to Increase their incomes by adopting
new technology and expanding their operations will continue
to be an Important influence on the real estate market as
well as on other phases of the agriculture economy. However,
the continuance of surplus productive capacity in agriculture
will continue to dominate the outlook for farm inoome, which
may be a stronger Influence In the real estate market than
in many recent years.
2. Unpublished Information was provided on request by Kansas
State Property Valuation Department, Topeka, Kansas.
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value for all counties. A 48.64 mill levy resulted and was used
as a basis for computing all real estate and personal property
taxes except machinery.^- Taxes on personal property are treated
thoroughly In sections on "Livestock Budget Requirements" and "Fara
.Machinery and Equipment".
Taxes on real estate were oaloulated for budgeting at $1.41
per #100 full value. The full value of all real estate In the 15
county area was computed by uslnf 1958 ratios of assessed tax
value to full value. 2 Since the ratios varied considerably among
different oountles, the full value was calculated for each county.
The full value for all counties was divided Into the total as-
sessed value for all counties to obtain a weighted average ratio
of 29 percent assessed value to full value. The total tax for
all counties was divided by the total full value of real estate
In all counties to give the $1.41 per $100 full value rate.
Hired Labor
An estimation of necessary hired labor was calculated to
supplement labor of the farm operator during particular busy
periods. Labor requirements Indicate field labor required for
•t
specified croplng operations. It was obviously Impossible for
1. Taxes on machinery were computed at one percent of orig-
inal cost which lnoluded personal property tax and sales tax.
0. H. Larson, G. E. Fairbanks, and F. C. Fenton, op. clt ., p. 22.
2. Kansas Property Valuation Department, Real Estate
Assessment Ratio Study, 1958 .
3. Tables 56 - 62, pp. 121 - 128, In Appendix.
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one operator to efficiently perform all the naoessary duties, so
hired labor was assumed In either the oase of farm owned equip-
ment or custom hired equipment. For example, one man could not
drive a combine and haul grain, or drive a forage cutter end haul
ensilage to the silo at the same time. Tn all cases. It was as-
sumed custom operations would furnish one man's labor. Since all
field labor was Included In the total requirements. It was neces-
sary to subtract the amount of labor hired from the total re-
quirements to compute the hours of labor contributed by the farm
operator.
Requirements for hired labor, ahown In Table 16, specify
needs for both home ownership of major harvesting equipment and
of custom work. This calculation was based on total labor re-
quirements In the Appendix. It was assumed the farm operator and
custom operator would furnish labor equivalent to the number of
hours major harvesting equipment was In the field. Labor re-
quirement In addition to that furnished by the farm operator, or
farm operator and custom operator (depending on whether the farm
operator owned the major harvesting equipment or hired custom
work) for harvesting operations was assumed to be hired. The cal-
culation was accordingly based on hours of hired labor per hour
of major equipment operation and then converted to hired labor
per acre, depending on the machine's operating capacity.
It was economically feasible for operators of small farms to
exchange their labor with neighbors and was probably a common
practice In southeast Kansas. When work periods requiring labor
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In axoess of that furnished by the operator aros.->. It was very
probable that work on different farms would not exactly colnolde,
therefore, making the exchange of labor a very sound practice.
However, budgets In this study allowed expense Items for hired
labor during combining, corn picking, baling, and silage cutting,
This procedure simplified crediting and debiting various labor
arrangements among neighboring farmers.
Table 16. Annual hours hlrad labor required per acrs for
harvest of specified crops.
:
Hours labor hired per acre*-
Operation : Home ownership of major :
: harvesting equipment : Custom work
Baling alfalfa hay
Combining
Wheat
llo
Soybeans
Picking corn
Forage cutting
5.0
.7
.•
.9
1.3
8.6
3.7
None
None
None
None
7.1
1. Sufflolent labor was assumed to be furnished by
the farm operator and custom operator for custom oomblnlng
and corn ploklng operations If the farm operator hauled
while the custom operator operated the machine.
Wages of hired labor ware calculated from average hourly
wage rates In Kansas for 1959 and 1960, not Including board and
room. The average hourly wage rates were $1.10 and $1.13 for
1969 and I960 respectively during July. There was considerable
1. Farm Leber
, Orop Reporting Board, Agricultural Marketing
Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture, July 11, I960, pp. 6,7.
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fluctuation In hourly wa^o rates for the preceding years, but a
slightly Increasing wage rate was predominant . Therefore, an
average wage of $1.1B per hour was established to compute the
cost of labor hired on the farm. It was further presumed thut
most farm labor hired for only a few days world have at least
one meal furnished by their enployer, but for budget purposes,
this cost was assumed to be included in the estimated hourly
wage rate,
DEVELOPMENT OF THE REPRESENTATIVE 320 AND 480 ACRE FARMS
Cockrane and Butz express well a representative dairy farm
in northern Pennsylvania. Borrowing their Ideas, these 520 and
480 acre representative general farmB in Anderson County, Kansas
do not actually exist and never did but represent generel farms
of these two size groups in the county. If dropped from the sky
In Anderson County, they would be described as general farms as
regards size and organization. 1 It is with suoh a representative
general farm this study begins and procedes to deviate to pri-
marily livestock and primarily oaeh crc/ organizations.
1. Wlllard W. Cockrane and William T. Eutz, "Output re-
sponses of Farm Firms," Journal of Farm Eoonomlos , November 1951,
53: part 1.
Thus, our firm does not actually exist and never did
exist, but it is representative of slngly-enterprlse dairy
farms in the area. If dropped from the sky into north-
eastern Pennsylvania, it would be desorlbed as a typical
sJngle-enterprlse unit as regards size, organization, and
practj ess.
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Selection of Farm Size
In applying needed adjustment to specific farming situations
In southeastern Kansas, the problem was encountered of determining
what size farms should be used in the preparation of farm bud-
gets. The size of farms to be used was determined by limiting off
farm resources, operators available labor, and by referring to
size of farm classifications In the 1960 and 1954 Census of
Agriculture.
Farm organizations were not developed for farms much less
than 520 aores In size. It was acknowledged that there were many
farms under S20 aores In size In southeast Kansas. However,
unless large amounts of off-farm resources were brought to the
smaller sized farms to oarry on an Intensive type of farm pro-
duction, for example dairying, It was extremely difficult to have
an adequate farm Income. In developing the general farms, one
assumption was that few off farm resources would be used.
Farm organizations were not considered for farms much over
480 acres In size. These farm organizations which were developed
are built around the labor of one man plus a little additional
hired help. Unless a farm Is a cattle ranch. In order to utilize
fully non-labor resources, a considerable amount of hired help
would be necessary.
Table 17 shows the distribution of farms by size as percent
of all farms In Type-of-Farmlng Areas 1 and 2. From 1950 to
1954, all classifications of farms with 220 acres or less dl-
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minished as percent of all farms and the 820-259 class Increase
was negligable. In 1954, 21.2 percent of all farms were included
In the 260 to 49fi acre class, and increase of 2.7 percent above
the 1950 level. Furthermore, the total number of farms decreased
11.7 percent from 1950 to 1954. The implication noted was a
trend toward fewer, but larger size farms and with an increase in
the 260 to 499 acre classification.
Table 17. Percent of farms by size group, average of Type
Farming Areas 1 and 2, Kansas, 1950 and 1954.1
:-oup
i 1950 : 1954
Size gi : Number : Percent : Number : Percent
acres
U: der 70 6,957 25.8 5,574 23.4
70-99 3,079 11.4 2,545 10.7
100-139 2,198 8.1 1,817 7.6
140-179 4,062 15.0 3,318 13.9
180-219 2,035 7.5 1,613 6.8
220-259 2,158 8.0 2,005 8.4
260-499 5,004 18.5 5,058 21.2
500-999 1,284 4.8 1,634 6.8
1000 and over 233 .9 285 1.2
All size groups 27,010 100.0 23,849 100.0
1. Calculated from 1954 Census of Agriculture.
It was thought that farmers previously operating smaller
farms were finding it essential to increase their size of operations.
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hence the Increase In the number of farms In the 260 to 499 acre
farm classification. Therefore, the size farms selected for this
study were chosen from this category.
To provide a complete analysis of the prevailing situation,
320 and 480 acre units were developed to represent the size farms
Indicated above. This choice was thought to furnish Information
for the most critical segment of the agriculture economy In
southeastern Kansas, and be of service to the greatest number of
people.
Land Use and Livestock Numbers
A' mentioned previously, three organizations were developed
for this study
—
general farm (livestock, and cash grain), a pri-
marily livestock farm, and a primarily oash grain farm. In all
three organizations and In both size farms, the proportion of
cropland, pasture, and waste, remained constant as a percentage
of the total acres. Consequently, the 320 acre farm always had
170 acres cropland, 130 acres pasture, and 20 acres waste, while
the 480 pore farm had 255 acres cropland, 195 acres pasture, and
30 acres waste. This assumption was based on the representative
farm concept which was assumed throughout the thesis.
The distribution of cropland among the various crops varied
according to the sruclflo organization, and number of livestock.
1. Cropland, pasture, and waste as peroent of total land In
farms In Type -of-Farming Areas 1 and 2 Is shown In Table 1, p. 7.
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Wheat acreage remained constant according to the maximum acreage
allotment for all organizations within euch size farm; 30 acres
on the S20 acre farm and 56 acres on the 480 acre farms. 1 The
acreage of corn and mllo was also left unchanged on alternative
organizations to test the effeots of land resource allocation
between competition of carh crops (soybeans) and roughage for
cattle (alfalfa and sorghum silage).
The General Farm . All crop acreages In the general farm
were derived from the 1958 Assessor's Rolls for nine counties In
Type-of-Parmlng Areas laand 2. 2 The distribution of crop acres
resulting was considered representative of the area and was
Inserted Into the budgets for the general farms. This distribu-
tion Wf'.s the basis for fixing wheat, mllo, and corn acreages In
each of the three alternative organizations. Wheat and soybeans
were sold as cash crops, and all mllo, corn, sorghum for silage
and alfalfa hay were fed to livestock.
The number of livestock on the general farm was also based
on the Assessor's Rolls. The exact number was determined by the
available feed and pasture. Enough deferred steers were Intro-
duced to utilize all the pasture on the farm and enough additional
1. Information on wheat acreage allotments provided by
U.S.D.A., Agriculture Research Service, Manhattan, Kansas. A ran-
dom sample of every third farm with wheat allotments In Anderson
County was taken from 1958 A.S.C. records. If the farm was near
320 or 480 acres. It was tallied and the average allotment com-
puted.
2. 1958 Assessor's Rolls were obtained .for Crawford, Labette,
Neosho, Montgomery, Anderson, Coffee, Franklin, Linn, and Osage
Counties. Land and livestock numbers were tabulated for farrr:s
approximating 320 and 480 acre sizes and average data computed.
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heifers for wintering and fattening to utilize all grain and
roughage not consumed by the deferred steer program. This organ-
ization marketed all roughage and feed grains produced on the
farm through the livestock program. No feed was purchased ex-
cept protein supplement and salt and mineral.
The Frlmarily Livestock Farm . The farm was organized to
carry a large number of llvestook. As stated above, wheat, mllo,
and corn acreages remained constant with the same size farm. How-
ever, to permit an lnoreased number of cattle to be carried in
the organization, soybeans (cash crop) were eliminated from the
oroplng system and the acreage substituted for additional pro-
duction of sorghum for silage and alfalfa.
S nee pasture acreage was held constant for each alternative
system, the number of deferred steers remained the same within
the different organizations. Increased production of roughage
in the primarily llvestook farm allowed a greater number of heif-
ers to be carried to utilize all the home grown roughages.* This
increased Inventory of oattle required the purchase of feed grain
in addition to that produoed on the farm.
The Primary Cash Grain Farm . This organization was introduced
into the study to compare the benefits of increasing jreagea of
cash crops as llvestook numbers decreased. The only livestock in
this organization was deferred fed steers. The number of head
1. 98 heifers on primarily livestock organization vs. 42
heifers on general organization for 320 acre farm; 128 heifers
on primarily livestock organization vs. 60 heifers on general
organization for 480 acre farm.
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carried was equal to th6 other organizations to utilize all avail-
able pasture. This allowed some oropland to be taken out of
roughage and an equivalent amount substituted into the produc-
tion of soybeans*
A surplus quantity of home produced feed grains resulted
from the diminished cattle numbers tnd total feed grain require-
ments. Therefore, excess corn, wheat, and a greater quantity of
soybeans were sold as cash crops. Deferred steers were the only
livestock produot sold.
Analysis of the Budget
Each of these farm organizations was budgeted for both 320
•nd 480 acre farms. An analysis of these budgets is presented in
the following sections. A brief description and definition of
the terms and method used was thought necessary to provide the
reader with a better understanding of th9 analysis.
Investment . Capital Investments by the farmers were taken
into consideration. Since capital requirements vary for each
farm organization, the interest changes can be important In in-
fluencing the return.
Labor and Power Requirements . Hours of labor and power hours
were estimated for each farm organization. The hours of power
Included both tractors and truck hours, but was thought to give
an indication of the annual use of this equipment.
The annual hours of the operator's labor were derived by
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totaling the operators labor hours required by both crops and
livestock and adding ten percent to this amount to represent
miscellaneous labor such as mowing weeds, etc., for the man hour
total. Hired labor was not lnoludnd In this amount, hence the
total labor requirements were operator's labor plus hlrod labor.
Standards for total farm labor available wore those used In
Farm Management account books. Three hundred 10 hour days were
assumed to be reasonable to provide 2,000 hours of labor annually
per operator.
Oross Farm Income . Gross farm Income was composed of live-
stock net receipts and crop receipts. Crop receipts were totals
of all orop production sold. Net livestock receipts were total
gross lvestock sold minus total purchase price.
Farm Kxpenses . Total expenses were the sum of fixed expanses
and all cash expenses. Cash expenses were divided Into cash crop
expenses, cash livestock expenses and cash .ulsoellaneous expenses.
Fixed expenses Included all tax. Insurance, depreciation, repair,
and housing costs of capital assets. Depreciation, repair, and
Insurance on real estate and farm buildings was computed at nine
percent of full Inventory value. 2 All other fixed expenses have
been described previously.
Cash crop expenses were composed of total seed, fertilizer
and lime, maohlnery operating oosts, cash livestock expenses, as
1. Kansas Farm Management Association Account Book , Exten-
sion Division, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas, Form 2.
8. H. C. Love, J. H. Coolldge, F. L. McKlnney, More Money
from Your Farm , Extension Service Circular 244, p. 15.
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stated previously. Included veterinary fees and medicine expense,
all livestock feed bought, maohlnery operating cost, marketing
cost, and the expanse of hauling mllo if It was bought.
Cash miscellaneous expenses Include farm share of auto,
utilities, and farm dues and fees. Theso expenses were based on
Kansas Farm Management records for Association No. 6. 1 The farm
share of auto expenses was assumed to be $260 and $280 on 320
acre and 480 acre farms respectively. Utilities were $140 for
the 320 acre farm and $160 for the 480 acre farm. Para dues and
fees Included Farm Management dues, farm magazines, etc., and
was assumed to be $140 on both size farms.
Means Used for Comparing Financial returns of Farms. For
the an. lysis of this thesis, two measures of the financial re-
turns for farming were used:
It Net Farm Income—thin Is the total gross farm inoome
minus total farm expenses. The farm Income Is the re-
turn for the operator's labor and management farm family
labor and the return for the operator's total farm In-
vestment.
2. Return to Operator's Labor and Management—this Is de-
termined by subtracting from the net farm Incomes
(a.) Interest on real estate nt five peroent, and
Interest on net worklnp capital at six percent.
1. Farm Management Summary and Analysis Report, Extension
Snrvlco, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas, 1958 and 1959.
2. Pine, Wilfred H., John H. Coolid,7e, and Victor Jacobs,
Faking An Kqultable Farm Lease
, Kansas Agricultural Experiment
Station Circular 233.
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(b.) Estimated value of unpaid family labor. However,
Xn this s^udy, no family labor was considered.
For this analysis* the return to labor and management was
the most meaningful. This was because, whether the farm wr.s
free of debt or whether there was an encumbrance on the farm,
return to operator's labor and management remained the same.
TUTD 320 ACRE FARM
The S20 aore farm was the smaller of the two size farms
tested In this analysis. The reader will find the operator's
return to labor and management was small, or even negative as In
the ca e of the cash crop fam. Furthermore, full benefit of
the operator's available labor was not utilized on this small
size farm. In short, the operation lacked sufficient scale to be
considered successful.
The General ?ara
The term general farm 1e '.-.'hat may be considered e diversi-
fied farm. That Is a farm on unlet there are several Important
sources of farm receipts. The sources of lnoome for this general
farm were deferred steers, wintered and fattened heifers, wheat,
and soybeans.
Investment
. The Investment required an this farm was £51,239.
A breakdown of the Investment Is presented In Table 18. It .ias
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noted that 58 percent of the investnent was In fixed capital end
42 percent In working capital*
Table 18. Investment required to operate a 320 sore
general farm.
Item : Investment
Fixed Capital:
Land
Bldga. and livestock equipment
•
25,024
4,811
•
29,835Total Fixed Capital
Working Capital:
Llvestook
Feed
Machinery
Fertiliser
11,077
2,674
6,398
1,306
Total Working Ca Ual 21,454
Total Investment 51,239
Crops . The croj/lund In this farm organization was devoted
to wheat, corn mllo, soybeans, sorghum allage and alfalfa In
amounts that might be commonly found In Southeastern Kansas. The
number of acres, production, disposition and dollar return of
various crops are saown In Table 19.
Wheat and sOjLei.ns were sold »s oash crops to return $1,922,
and the remainder of the orop production *as fed to livestock.
Twelve percent of the land was In alfalfa legume. If alfalfa
W83 rotated every four years, all cropland would have the soil
building benefits of a legume every 58 years.
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Crop expenses are presented In Table 20. Considerable custom
work was hired, which accounted for about 33 percent of the total
crop expenses. Approximately one-third of this custom work ex-
pense was for oombinlng, because the saall oomblne acreage did
not permit economic farm ownership of the machine. The largest
cash crop expense Item was #1,305 for fertilizer and lime. This
constituted about 45 percent of the total crop expenses.
Table 20. Crop expense Items for 320 acre, general farm.
3 :Pertlli«er: Machine : Custom : :
Crop :Seed : and : operating: work :Labor: Total
t t lime t cost : hired :hlred:
* # • • # t
Wheat
Corn 76
266 36 120 422
547 87 220 930
i.'llo 26 223 49 132 430
Soybeans 36 31 80 147
Sorghum (s llage) 7 81 28 r,16 98 430
Alfalfa 25 72 28 iOO 85 410
All cropland 116 116
Total 170 1305 259 968 183 2885
Livestock. This farm had 79 head of livestock in deferred
steer and winter and fattening heifer programs. Thirty-seven
deferred steers were carried to utilize the pasture and 42 win-
tered and fattened heifers were bought to consume the surplus
quantities of grain and roughage produced on the farm. Livestock
purchases, sales, and net receipts are given In Table 21. Total
net receipts from livestock were $9,473. Livestock expenses are
discussed In detail In the following income and expense summary.
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Table 21. Livestock purchases, sales, end net receipts on
the 320 acre general farm.
Livestock
: No.
: head
i
: Purchased
:
1
l
Sold :
Net
receipts
Steers 37 3,460
1
8,607
1
5,147
Heifers 42 3,360 7,686 4,326
Total Livestock 79 6,820 16,293 9,473
Labor and Power Requirements . Labor and power requirements
are presented In Table 22. The operator's labor was devoted to
crop production about 55 percent of the time. Livestock care
and production occupied 35 percent of his time and irlscellaneous
duties and management the other 10 percent. The total operator's
labor was only 1,694 hours per year. On a basis of 3,000 hours
annual labor available fro... the operator and his family, only
56 percent of the available labor was used. The Implication was
that this farm organization should be expanded to make full use
of the operator's labor.
Inooiae and Expense Summary . The Income and expense summary
for the 320 acre general farm Is presented In Table 23. Eighty-
three percent of the gross Income came from net livestock re-
ceipts, and the rest from crops to give a total gross lnoome of
$11,429.
Total expenses were $7,799 which was 68 percent of the total
gross Income. Cash fixed expenses were $2,496 or 32 percent of
the total expense. Crop expenses were the largest expense Items,
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Table 23. Income and expense summary for 320 aore, general farm.
I # t
INCOME
Steers1 6,147
Heifers 1 4,326
wheat 1,397
Soybeans 525
Oross farm Income 11,429
EXPENSES
Gash Livestock Expenses:
Vet. fees and medicine 158
Feed bought 1,255
Machine operating cost 103
Marketing cost 362
Total 1,878
Cash Crop Expenses:
Seed 170
Fertilizer and lime 1,305
Maohineooperating cost 269
Custom work hired 968
Labor hired 183
Total 2,885
Cash Miscellaneous Expense:
Auto, farm share 260
Utilities 140
Farm dues and fees 140
Total 540
Fixed Expenses:
Land** 353
Bldga. and livestock equipment 501
Livestock* 139
Feefl2 4
Machinery5 1,499
Total 2,496
Total expenses 7,799
NET FARM INCOME 5,630
INTEREST ON INVESTMENT 2,779
RETURN TO LABOR *N£ MANAGEMENT 851
1. Income from livestock was specified as total sales minus
total purchase cost.
2. Tax.
3. Tax depredation, repair, and insurance.
4. Tax and Insurance.
5. Tax, insurance, depreciation, repair, and housing.
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totaling $2,835, which comprised 37 percent of the total expenses.
Livestock expenses were only $1,878 or 24 percent and miscel-
laneous expenses $540 or 7 percent of the total farm expenses.
Farm Return . The two measures of financial return for this
farm were net farm Income whloh was $3,630, and $851 return to
labor and management derived by subtracting $2,779 Interest on-
Investment from the net farm Income.
The Primarily Livestock Farm
This farm organization deviated from the proceeding general
farm by Introducing more livestock and diminishing the aoreage
of cash crops. Consequently, the most Important sources of In-
come were deferred steers, and wintered and fattened heifers.
The only crop sold for cash was wheat.
Investment . The Investment on this farm was $58,886. Fif-
ty-one percent of this Investment was fixed capital and 49 per-
cent was working capital. Investments for various purposes are
presented in Table 24.
Crops . Soybeans for a cash crop were eliminated from th5 s
farm organization to allow increased production of alfalfa and
sorghum silage for livestock feed. Wheat, corn, and mllo acre-
ages wer6 the same as on the general farm. Table 25 shows the
acres, production, disposition, and gross Income of the various
crops.
The total gross Income from crops was $1,397 which was pro-
vided entirely by wheat. Alfalfa occupied IB peroent of the
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Table 24. Investment required to operate a 320 acre,
primarily livestock farm.
Item : Investment
1 1
Fixed Capital:
Land 25,024
Bldgs. and livestock equipment 5,091
Total Fixed Capital 30,116
Working Capital:
Livestock 16,621
Feed 4,343
Machinery 6,398
Fertilizer 1,409
Total Working Capital 28,771
Total Investment 53,886
total cropland, which, assuming the stand lasted four years, would
allow a legume to be planted on all cropland every 22 years.
As shown In Table 26, custom work accounted for over one-
third of the crop expenses. However, only 20 percent of this
expense was due to custom combining; since soybeans were elimi-
nated from the cropping system. The Increased acreage In sorghum
silage and alfalfa was responsible for causing custom baling and
silage cutting to account for 60 peroent of the custom work ex-
pense. Fertilizer and lime were the largest crop expense Items
constituting 43 percent of the total crop expense.
Livestock . Since this farm organization was predominately
directed toward livestock production, 135 head of cattle were
handled. All available pasture was utilized by 37 deferred
steers, and with 98 wintered and fattened heifers, consumed all
the roughage grown on the farm. However, the farm did not pro-
duce sufficient grain to fatten the cattle for market, so 1744
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Table 26. Crop expanse items for 220 sore, primarily live-
stock farm.
• fertilizer: Machine i ! Custotr •
Crop :£>eed : and : ope rating
:
: work : Labor: l Total
: i lime : cost ; til red shlrad
* $ 1 1 # i
flheat 266 36 120 422
Corn 78 547 87 220 930
rtilo 26 223 49 132 430
Sorchuir (silage 13 149 57 396 179 794
Alfalfa 37 108 47 300 128 620
All cropland 116 116
Total 152 1,409 276 1,168 307 3,312
bushels of milo were bought for £'1,482. It was asEumed this
grain was hauled by a ouston trucker for an additional cost of
$87.
Livestock purchases, sales, and net receipts are presented
in Table 27. The total net reoelpte from livestock wao 015,240.
Livestock expense items not previously discussed are treated in
the inoome and expense summary which follows.
Table 27. Livestock purchases, sales, and net receipts on
the 320 acre, primarily livestock farm.
2 Ho. i 2 : Net
Livestock 2 Head t Purchased 2 Sold : Receipts
$ "T" *
Steers 37 3,460 3,607 5,147
Heifers 08 7,840 17,933 10,093
Total Livestock 135 11,300 26,540 15,240
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Labor and Power Requirements . Requirements for labor and
power are presented in Table 28. Crop and livestock production
eaoh oocupied about 45 percent of the operator's labor. Mis-
cellaneous work accounted for the remaining 10 percent. The
operator's total labor for the year was 2,118 hours, which means
if 3,000 hours per year was available, 70 percent of his avail-
able labor was devoted to the farm enterprise. To utilize all
labor available, the operator should probably develop his farm
organization more fully.
Income and Expense Summary . A summary of income and expense
for this farm is presented in Table 29 » In accordance with the
primarily llvestook organization, livestock net receipts accounted
for 92 percent of the total gross inoome. The remainder oame
from wheat sold which resulted in #16,637 total gross inoome.
Total expenses were $11,162, which were 68 percent of the
total gross Inoome. Because the livestock enterprise was large
and considerable feed grain was purchased, cash livestock ex-
penses was the largest expense Item—42 percent of the total
expense. Cash crop expense was 30 percent which was next in
relative Importance. Fixed expenses constituted 23 peroent and
miscellaneous expenses 5 percent of the total expense items.
Farm Return . The return to labor and management was $2,243
which was derived by subtracting $3,232 interest on Investment
from $5,475 net farm Income.
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Table 29. Inoome and expenses summary for 320 acre, primarily
livestock farm*
t *
INCOME
Steers,
Heifers 1
5,147
10,093
Wheat 1,597
Oross farm Inoome 16,637
EXPENSES
Cash Livestock Expenses:
Vet. fees and medlolne 270
Peed bought 3,568
Peed grain hauled 87
Maohlne operating cost 173
Marketing cost 595
Total 4,693
Cash Crop Expenses:
Seed 152
Fertilizer and lime 1,409
Maohlne operating cost 276
Custom work hired 1,168
Labor hired 307
Total 3,312
Cash Miscellaneous Expenses:
Auto, farm share 260
Utilities 140
Farm dues and fees 140
Total 540
Fixed Expenses:
Land2
Bldgs. and livestock equipment
353
530
Livestock* 229
Feed2 6
Machinery 1,499
Total 2,617
Total Expenses 11,162
MET FARM INCOME
INTEREST ON INVESTMENT
RETURN TO LABOR AND MANAGEMENT
5,475
3,232
2,243
1. Income from livestock was specified as total sales
minus total purchase cost.
2. Tax.
3. Tax depreciation, ropalr, and Insurance.
4. Tax and Insurance.
5. Tax, Insurance, depreciation, repair, and housing.
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The Primarily Cash Crop Farm
The term cash crop signifies special emphasis on selling
crops dlreotly from the farm for cash Income. This farm produced
wheat, corn, and soybeans as Important sources of Income, but
were supplemented by feeding deferred steers.
Investment . Investments on this farm were divided Into sep-
arate Items and shown In Table 30. The total Investment Is $44,706
of which 66 percent Is land and buildings and 34 percent allo-
cated to various oatagorles of working capital.
Crops . The cropland In this organization had the same
amount of wheat, rallo, and corn as the general farm, but about
twloe as many acres of soybeans. Since fewer cattle were carried
In the livestock system, less acreage was devoted to sorghum si-
lage and alfalfa to provide adequate roughage for the steers.
Excess oorn not fed to livestock; wheat, and soybeans were sold
as cash crops. The land use, production, disposition, and gross
return from crops are presented In Table 31.
The gross lnoome from wheat, rallo, and corn was $3,613.
Alfalfa occupied only six peroent of the total oropland. Based
on a four year stand and rotated to different oropland each time
It was established, alfalfa legume would be grown on each acre
of cropland every 67 years.
Crop expenses are shown In Table 32. One-half the custom
work hired was for combining small grains. The largest expense
was for fertilizer and lime which was 47 peroent of the total
crop expense.
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Table 30. Investment required to operate a 320 acre
primarily cash crop farm.
Item : Investment
1 1
Fixed Capital:
Land
Bldgs. and livestock equipment
Total Fixed Capital
25,024
4,601
29,626
Working Capital:
Livestock
Feed
Machinery
Fertilizer
Total Working Capital
6,031
1,423
6,398
1,229
15,081
Total Investment 44,708
Livestock . This farm had only enour,h deferred fed steers
to utilize the pasture. These 37 steers did not consume all the
feed grain produced on the farm so all mllo and some corn was fed
to meet the feed requirements. All corn not fed was sold as a
cash crop. The steers consumed all the alfalfa and sorghum
silage produced on the farm.
The total sales for the 37 deferred steers amounted to
|8,607, minus the purchase price of |3,460 left net receipts of
$5,147 for livestock. Livestock expenses are treated thoroughly
in the income and expense nummary.
Labor and Power Requirements . Table 33 gives the cal-
culated labor and power requirements for this farm. Sixty-eight
peroent of the operator's labor was spend in crop production.
Livestock production occupied only 22 percent of his labor and
81
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Table 32. Crop expense Items for 320 acre, primarily cash
orop farm.
3 :Fertlllzer: Machine : Customl :
:Seed: and {operating: work :Labor: Total
: : lime : oost : hired :hlred:
$ 1 $
Wheat 266 36
Corn 76 647 87
Mllo 26 223 49
Soybeans 66 58
Sorghum ( silage
)
35 41 16
Alfalfa 12 36 16
All cropland 116
Total 217 1,229 262
* 1 •
120 422
220 930
132 430
152 278
108 49 249
100 43 207
116
832 92 2,632
miscellaneous labor the remaining 10 peroent. The operator's
total labor was 1,390 hours per year or 46 percent of the avail-
able 3,000 hours. Since the farm required lfss than one-half of
the total labor available. It was strongly Implied that the exist-
ing farm organization was not malclng full use of the operator's
labor resource.
Income and Expense Summary . The Income and expense summary
for this farm Is presented In Table 34* It was noted that 41
percent of the gross Income was derived from cash crop sales and
the remainder from livestock net receipts to give $8,760 total
gross farm Income. This showed preater emphasis on cash crop
reoelpts than the other two orpanlzatlons.
Total expenses were $6,520 or 74 percent of the gross Income.
Cash crop expenses contributed the most to total expenses--
$2,652 or 40 percert. Fixed expenses constituted 37 peroent of
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Table 54. Income and expense sumnary for 320 acre, primarily
cash crop farm.
INCOME
Steers 1 6,147
Wheat 1,397
Soybeans 998
Corn 1,216
Grose farm Income 8,760
EXPENSES
Cash Livestock Expenses:
Vet. fees and medicine 74
Peed grain hauled 631
Machine operating cost 51
Marketing oost 137
Total 945
Cash Crop Expenses:
Seed 217
Fertilizer and lime 1,229
Machine operating cost 262
Custom work hired 832
Labor hired 92
Total 2,632
Cash Miscellaneous Expenses:
Auto, farm share 26C
Utilities 140
Farm dues and feos 140
Total 540
Fixed Expenses:
Land2 353
Bldgs. and llvestook equipment 3 479
Livestock* 72
Feed2 2
Machinery5 1,499
Total 2,405
Total Expenses 6,520
NET FARM INCOME 2,240
INTEREST ON INVESTMENT 2,586
RETURN TO LABOR AND MANAGEMENT
-146
1. Inoome from livestock was specified as total sales minus
total purchase cost.
2. Tax.
5. Tax depreciation, repair, and Insurance.
4. Tax and Insurance.
5. Tax, Insurance, depreciation, repair, and housing.
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the total expanse which was the next highest expense Item. The
remaining expenses were distributed between livestock and mis-
cellaneous expenses which were 15 percent and 8 percent respec-
tively.
Farm Return . Ket farm Income was $2,240. When $2,386
Interest on Investment was subtracted fron thls» a negative $146
resulted for operator's labor and management.
Summary
Table 35 presents various Items relevant to the evaluation
of the three farm organizations for the 320 acre farm. Theoe
Items permit a comparison of the operations and their Influence
on the operator's Income.
The general farm returned $851 to the operator's labor end
management which was considerable lower than the previously esta-
blished criterion of $3,843 as adequate Income. The return to
the operator's labor and management per $100 Investment was about
midway between that for the livestock farm and for the cash grain
farm. The dollars expenses per $100 gross was at a level oom-
66
parable to Farm Management farms. This organization had the
advantage of being more diversified and feeding all farm grown
feed which tends to reduce the operator's risk and uncertainty
with regard to annual Income*
Table 35. Investment, Income, expenses, and farm Income for
general, primarily livestock, and primarily cash crop
320 acre farms.
Item
: Type of 320 Acre Farm
: General l Primarily : Primarily
J $ livestock : cash crop
Total Investment
Gross farm Income
Total expenses
Net farm Income
Interest on Investment
Return to operator's labor
and management
Total expense per $100
gross '.noome
Return to operator's labor
and mgt. per $100 Invest-
ment .
i
51,289
*
58,886
11,429 16,037
7,799 11,162
3,630 6,<75
2,779 3,232
851 2,243
68 67
1.66 3.81
44,706
8,760
6,520
2,240
2,386
-146
74
-.33
1. Data provided by Vlotor Jacobs, Extension Specialist,
Instructor, Kansas State University, indicated 86 farms In Farm
Management Association #6 (In the area studied) averaged $69
expenses per $100 gross Income from 1955 to 1959. These farms
were also divided Into low one-fourth, middle half, and high
one-fourth with respect to operator's return to labor and man-
agement. The low one-fourth group averaged $85 expense, the
middle half $68 expense, and the high one-fourth $59 expense
per $100 gross farm Income.
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The livestock farm yielded tbe highest return to the opera-
tor's labor and management. Managerial efficiency measured In
terms of total expenses per $100 gross income was $67, the lowest
of the three organizations. This is slightly better than the
aotual average shown by Farm Management Records of this area.^-
The chief disadvantage Is this farm organization requires the
highest Investment, although returns to the Investment are also
highest. This farm is rather flexable due to Its dependence on
farm produced roughage. This is because cattle are purchased In
the fall when the farmer would have a rather definite knowledge
as the quality of roughage available.
The cash crop farm return $-146 to the operator for labor
and management. However, this organization might be advantageous
to some farmers because it requires the least investment. Also,
a person who cannot devote his full employment to the farm (1. e.
- ill health, part time job off farm, etc.) might find this
organization satisfactory slnoe it requires about one-half of
the operator's evallable labor.
1. Data provided by Victor Jacobs, Extension Specialist,
Instructor, Kansas State University, indicated 86 farms In Farm
Management Association #6 (in the area studied) averaged $69
expenses per $100 gross income from 1955 to 1959. These farms
were also divided into low one-fourth, mJddle half, and high
one-fourth with respect to operator's refcttrn to labor and man-
agement. The low one-fourth group averaged $85 expense, the
middle half $68 expense, and the high one-fourth $59 expense
per $100 gross farm Income,
MTHE 480 ACTE FARM
The 430 aore farm was the largest farm analysed In this
study. Sams farm organizations approached an adequate return to
the operator's labor and Management, hut always fell short. In
some oases the operator used all his available labor. In others,
only a portion. If Intensive livestock praotlces were followed
on this size farm It provided very close to an adequate living
for the operator.
The General Farm
The nature of this farm organization Implied that several
enterprises are Important sources of Inoome. Both cash crops
and livestock enterprises were developed on this farm In amounts
that might be representative of farms In Southeast Kansas* The
Important sources of Inoome are wheat, soybeans, deferred steers,
and wintered and fattened heifers.
Investment . Plied capital invested In land, and buildings
and livestock equipment was 59 peroent of the $75,777 total In-
vestment requirement. Working capital comprized the other 41
percent of the total investment. These Investments are broken
down Into their respective catagorlss and presented in Table 56.
Crops . The number of acres, production, disposition, and
return to crops is fclven in Table 37. The crops on this farm
which were raised to feed cattle are corn, milo, sorghum silage,
89
and alfalfa* Wheat and soybeans were produced for sale as cash
crops and returned $3,229.
Table 36. Investment required to operate a 480 aeiw general
farm.
Item : Investment
Fixed Capital:
Land
63d gs. and livestock equipment
1
37,536
7,199
1
Total Fixed Capital 44,736
Working Capital:
Livestock
Feed
Machinery
Fertilizer
16,225
3,903
8,898
2,016
Total Work'ng Capital 31,042
Total Investment 75,777
About 10 peroent of the cropland was devoted to alfalfa
legume. Assuming a stand lasts four years, and Is replanted on
ground which has not grown alfalfa for the longest time, each
orop aore would receive the soil building benefits of this legume
every 40 years.
Cash crop expenses are presented In Table 38. Fertilizer
and lime were the largest expense Items—50 peroent of the $4,037
total expense. Custom work was 23 percent of the total expense
because a corn picker, baler and silage cutter were oustom hired.
Livestock . The llvestook enterprise oonslsted of 55 deferred
steers and 60 heifers for wintering and fattening. The steers
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Table 38. Crop expense Items for 480 aore, general farm.
. , . Machine sCustoms :
Crop :Seed:Fertilizer: operating : work :Labor: Total
! 1 and lime t cost :hired ihlreds
i 9 1 1 1 1
Wheat 488 83 45 616
Corn 110 795 139 320 1364
Mllo 39 331 86 51 507
Soybeans 45 47 26 118
Sorghum (
s
llage ) 12 135 52 360 163 722
Alfalfa 32 94 40 260 111 537
All Cropland 173 173
Total 238 2016 447 940 396 4037
were bought to utilize the available pasture. Net receipts from
these 115 oattle wan 15,830 as shown in Table 39. Livestock
expenses are disoussed in detail in the following income and
expense summary.
Table 39. Livestock purchases, sales, and net receipts on
the 480 acre, general farm.
Llvestook t
No.
head : Purchased : Sold
: Net
i receipts
Steers 55 5,143
1
12,794
i
7,651
Heifers 60 4,800 10,979 6,179
Total Livestock 115 9,943 23,773 13,830
Labor and Power Requirements . Table 40 presents the labor
and power requirements. The operator's labor was devoted to crop
production 57 percent of the time. Livestock production ocoupled
34 percent and miscellaneous labor the remaining 10 percent.
Total operator's labor for the year was 2,530 hours or 84 percent
of the estimated 3,000 hours available. It appeared the operator
would have to develop his enterprise somewhat further to expend
his entire labor resource.
Income and Expense Summary
. The Income and expense summary
Is presented In Table 41. Eighty-one percent of the total gross
Income came from livestock net receipts. Wheat and soybean sales
brought the total gross farm Income to $17,046.
Total expenses were $11,011 which were 65 percent of the
gross Income. The largest expense Item was oash crop expense
which was 37 percent of the total expenses. Fixed expenses were
one-third of the expenses and livestock and miscellaneous expenses
were £5 percent and 5 percent of the total expenses respectively.
Farm Return
. Met farm Income was $6,045 from which |4,099
Interest on Investment was subtracted to give $1,946 return to
operator's labor and management.
The Primarily Llvestook Farm
This farm organisation was oharaoterlged by the Increased
Importance of livestock as the principle source of farm Income.
Cash crop returns were diminished beoause soybeans were elimin-
ated from the crop sequence, leaving only wheat for oash crop
Income.
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Table 41. Income and expense summary for 480 acre, general farm.
INCOME
Steers 1
,
7,651
Heifers 6,179
Wheat 2,560
Soybeans 656
Cross farm lnoome 17,046
EXPENSES
Cash Livestock Expenses:
Vet. fees and medlolne 230
Feed bought 1,830
Maohlne operating cost 150
Marketing oost 628
Total 2,738
Cash Crop Expenses:
Seed 238
Fertilizer and lime 2,016
Maohlne operating oost 447
Custom work hired 940
Labor hired 396
Total 4,037
Cash Miscellaneous Expenses:
Auto, farm share 280
Utilities 160
Farm dues and fees 140
Total 580
Fixed Expenses:
Land2 529
Bldgs. and livestock equipment3 749
Livestock* 203
Feed2 6
Machine ry6 2,159
Total 3,646
Total Expenses 11,011
NET FARM INCOME 6,045
INTEREST ON INVESTMENT 4,099
RETURN TO LABOR AND MANAGEMENT 1,946
1. Income from livestock was speolfled as total sales minus
total purchase cost,
2. Tax.
3. Tax depreciation, repair, and Insurance.
4. Tax and Insurance.
5. Tax, Insurance, depreciation, repair, and housing.
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Investment. Investments for various items are presented In
Table 42. The total Investment of $84,997 was distributed be-
tween fixed oapltal and working capital which were 53 percent
and 47 percent of the total Investment respectively.
Table 42. Investment required to operate a 480 acre,
primarily livestock farm.
Item : Investment
Fixed Capital:
Land
Bldgs. and livestock equipment
Total Fixed Capital
*
37,536
7,539
T
45,076
Working Capital:
Livestock
Feed
Maohlnery
Fertilizer
Total Working Capital
22,957
5,929
8,898
2,138
39,922
Total Investment 84,997
Crops . Soybeans were deleted from the cropping system and
this acreage planted to additional sorghum silage and alfalfa
for cattle feed. Wheat, corn, and mllo acreages were the same
as those on the general farm. Land use, production, and dis-
position of crops are presented In Table 43. The only cash crop,
wheat returned (2,560 from sales.
Alfalfa was established on 16 percent of the land. If It
was rotated every four years over all cropland, alfalfa legume
would be raised on each acre of cropland every 25 years.
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Caah crop expense items are presented In Table 44. Ferti-
lizer and lime constituted 47 percent of the total expense.
Custom work hired was 28 percent of the expenses, which Is some-
what more than was found on the general farm. Expenses for bal-
ing alfalfa hay and cutting sorghum silage aooount for 75 percent
of the custom work expense.
Table 44. Crop expense Items for 480 acre, primarily livestock
farm.
1 . Machine :Custom
Crop :Seed :Fertillzer: operating : work : Labor: Total
: and lime : cost :hlred :hlred:
* 1 # 1 I
Wheat 488 83 45 616
Corn 110 795 139 320 1364
Milo 39 331 80 51 507
Sorghum ( silage) 203 78 540 245 1084
Alfalfa 51 146 64 410 173 846
All cropland 173 173
Total 218 2138 450 1270 514 4590
Livestock . Since livestock was emphasized in this organi-
zation, 183 head of oattle were carried in systems of deferred
fed steers and wintered and fattened heifers. Fifty-five steers
were handled to use the available pasture. Since the roughage
had been Increased, 128 heifers were purchased to utilize all
roughage produced on the farm that was not consumed by the steers.
The feed grain acreage was not increased, so 2,100 bushels
of milo were purchased for $1,785 to provide adequate grain for
the total ration requirement. Purchased milo was assumed to be
98
hauled b7 a custom trucker for an additional expense of $105.
Livestock purchases, sales, and net receipts are presented
In Table 45. The total net receipts from livestock were $20,834
of which steers and heifers contributed 37 percent and 63 percent
of the total respectively. Livestock expenses not previously
discussed are treated In the Income and expense summary which
follows.
Table 45. Livestock purchases, sales, and net receipts on
the 4130 acre, primarily livestock farm.
:
Livestock :
No.
head : Purchased : Sold
: Wet
i receipts
Steers 55 5,143 12,794
1
7,651
Heifers 128 10,240 23,423 13,183
Total Livestock 183 15,383 36,217 20,834
Labor and Power Requirements . Requirements for labor and
power are presented In Table 46. The operator's labor was about
equally distributed between livestock and crop production. Forty-
three peroent of his time was devoted to the former and 47 per-
cent to the latter. Miscellaneous labor accounted for the other
10 percent*
The operator's total labor for the year was 3,032 or 101
percent of his assumed 3,000 hours available. Although the oper-
ator's labor total was 32 hours above the established maximum
limit of 3,000 hours, it was thoupht he could handle this extra
99
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work slnoe It amounted to only 6.4 minutes per day over the 300
work day year. Therefore, this or: fr.nlz.at Ion fully utilized the
labor resources available on the farm.
Income and Expense Summary . The summary of Income and
expenses for this farm Is given In Table 47. Livestock net re-
ceipts accounted for 89 percent of the gross farm Income. Re-
turns from wheat sold broupht the total gross farm Income to
$23,394. Sixty-four percent of the gross farm Income was dis-
tributed among the various expense Items. The largest oatagory,
cash livestock expenses, were 40 peroent of the total expenses.
Cash crop expenses were 31 percent of the total. Fixed expenses
were 25 percent and miscellaneous expenses 3 percent of the
$15,015 total expenses.
farm riaturn . The net farm income resulting in the above
summary Is $8,379 of which $4,649 was credited to Interest on
Investment. The operator's return to labor and management was
$3,730.
The irlmarlly Cash Crop Farm
Speolal emphasis In this farm organization was placed on
the production of cash crops. Wheat, corn, and soybeans sales
were a substantial part of the farm Income. Deferred fed steers
were the only source of Income from livestock.
Investment . The total Investment required to operate this
farm organization was $67,635. Slxty-slx percent of this was
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Table 47. Income and expense summary for 480 acre, primarily
livestock farm.
DiCOMB
Steers*
Heifers 1
7,651
13,183
Wheat 2,560
Cross farm Income
EXPENSES
Cash Livestock Expenses:
Vet. fees and medicine 366
Peed bought 4,624
Feed, grain hauled 105
Machine operating cost 235
Marketing coat 811
Total
Cash Crop Expenses:
Seed 218
Fertilizer and lime 2,138
Machine operating oost 450
Custom work hired 1,270
Labor hired 514
Total
Cash Miscellaneous Expenses:
Auto, farm share 280
Utilities 160
Farm duos and fees 140
Total
Fixed Expenses:
Land^ 629
bldgs. and livestock equipment 3
Livestock4
785
312
FeadS 9
Haohlnery5 2,159
Total
Total Expenses
6,141
4,590
580
23,394
3,794
15,015
NET FARM INCOME 8,379
INTEREST ON INVESTMENT 4,649
RETURN TO LABOR AND MANAGEMENT 3,730
1. Income from livestock was specified as total sales minus
total purchase cost,
2. Tax.
3. Tax depreciation, repair, and Insurance.
4. Tax and Insurance.
5. Tax, Insurance, depreciation, repair, and housing.
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Involved In fixed capital and the remainder In fixed capital.
These two categories of Investment were divided into separate
Items and presented In Table 48.
Table 48. Investment required to operate a 480 acre,
primarily cash crop farm.
Item : Investment
Fixed Capital:
Land
BMgei and livestock equipment
Total Fixed Capital
1
37,556
6,899
44,435
Working Capital:
Livestock
Feed
Machinery
Fertilizer
Total Working Capital
10,285
2,116
8,898
1,902
25,200
Total Investment 67,635
Crops . The same acreage of wheat, mllo, and corn was re-
tained on this farm, but the acreage of soybeans was raised to
46. Cropland acreage in alfalfa and sorghum silage was reduced
to a minimum and whloh would still provide sufficient roughage
for the deferred fed steers. All corn not fed to livestock,
wheat, and soybeans were sold as cash crops. Table 49 shows the
land use, production, disposition and return from cash crop sales.
Crop expenses separated into oatagorles whioh are presented
in Table 60. Fertilizer and lime expense accounted for 53 per-
oent of the orop expenses. Eighteen percent of the total crop
expanse was custom work hired of which one-half was for baling
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alfalfa and cutting sorghum silage.
Table 50. Crop expense Items for 480 aore, primarily cash crop
farm.
•
.
: Machine tCustom
Crop :Seed: Fertilizer: operating : work : Labor:
: s and lime : cost Jhlred :hlred: Total
$ V $ 1 1 $
Wheat 488 83 45 616
Corn 110 795 139 320 1364
Mllo 39 331 86 61 607
Soybeans 85 88 48 221
Sorghum (:illage) 63 61 23 162 74 373
Alfalfa 10 54 23 150 64 310
All cropland 173 173
Total 306 1902 442 632 282 3564
Livestock . The only livestock on this farm were 66 deferred
steers bought to utilize the available pasture. The steers did
not consume all the feed grain produced on the farm. All mllo
was fed, but about two-thirds (1845 bushels) of the corn was sold
for cash. All alfalfa and roughage produced on the farm was fed
to the steers .
The total sales for the 56 steers was $12,794. They were
purchased for $5,143 which left $7,651 net reoelpts. Livestock
expenses are enumerated In the Income and expense summary whloh
follows.
Labor and Power Requirements . Table 51 presents the labor
and power requirements for this farm. Sixty-eight percent of the
operator's labor was devoted to the production of farm crops.
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Livestock occupied another 22 peroent and miscellaneous labor
the remaining 10 percent. The operator spent a total of 2,0SC
hours working on the farm. Thla was only 69 percent of the
3,000 hours available annual labor.
Income and Expense Summary . The Income and expense summary
for this farm le presented In Table 52. Forty-two percent of the
gross farm Income came from the sale of cash crops. Other In-
come was net receipt from deferred steers which gave $13,197
total gross farm Income.
Total expenses amounted to $9,062 which was 69 peroent of
the gross Income. The largest expense category was cash orop
expense which accounted for 40 percent of the total expenses.
Fixed expenses were 39 percent, llvestook 15 percent, and mis-
cellaneous expense 6 percent of the total expenses.
Farm Return . Net farm lnoome was $4,135. When $3,614 In-
terest on Investment was subtracted from this, $521 remained as
return to operator's labor and management.
Summary
Various Items relevant to the evaluation of these three
farm organisations for the 480 aore farm are presented In Table
53. These Items permit a comparison of the alternative organi-
zations and their Influence on the operator's lnoome.
The general farm returned $1,946 to the operator's labor
and management which was about one-half the return from the
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Table 62. Income and expense summery for 480 acre, primarily
cash orop farm.
ISCOKB
SteerB 1 7,651
Wheat 2,560
Soybeans 1,234
Corn 1,752
Gross farm Income
EXPENSES
Cash Livestock
Vet. fees and medicine 110
Peod bought 938
Machine operating cost 76
Marketing cost 278
Total
Cash Crop Expenses:
Seed 306
Fertilizer and lime 1,902
Machine operating cost 442
Custom work hired 632
Labor hired 282
Total
Cash Miscellaneous Expenses:
Auto, farm share 280
Utilities 160
Farm due3 and feea 140
Total
Fixed Expenses:
Land2 529
BUgs. and livestock equipment 3
Livestock*
718
107
Feed2 3
Machinery 5 2,159
Total
Total Expenses
NET FARM INCOME
INTEREST ON INVESTMENT
RETURN TO LABOR AND MANAGEMENT
13,197
1,402
3,564
580
3,516
9,062
4,135
3,614
521
1. Income from livestock was specified as total sales minus
total purchase cost.
2. Tax.
3. Tax depreciation, repair, and housing.
4. Tax and insurance.
5. Tax, insuranoe, depreciation, repair, and housing.
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livestock farm, but over three times greater than the return
from the oash orop farm. Although this farm did not give the
highest return to the operator, It had the advantages of being
somewhat more diversified than the other organizations and feed-
ing only farm grown grain and roughage to livestock . These
characteristics tended to reduce the operator's risk and un-
certainty with regard to annual lnoome.
As has been previously noted on the 320 acre farm, the
livestock farm yielded the highest return to the operator's labor
and management. ThlB return of $3,730 came the closest of all
organizations on both size farms to the $5,843 which was esta-
blished as an adequate Income. For all practloal purposes, this
farm organization would provide adequate Income to a good farm
manager. Sixty-four dollars expense per #100 gross Income Indi-
cate It utilized resources efficiently. Kven though It had a
disadvantage of higher Investment than the other organizations,
this organization returned $4.39 per $100 Investment, more than
any other farm.
It was evident that the primarily cash orop farm was the
least profitable. Not only did this organization return less
to the operator's labor and management. It did not fully employ
the operator's labor throughout the year. When measured In terms
of expense per $100 gross Income, this farm approached the ef-
ficiency of actual farms in Southeast Kansas even though the ex-
pense per $100 gross Income was higher than the other two organl-
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zatlons. Certain consolations made this farm notable. Slnoe
It required less labor, It might prove satisfactory for a farm
operator who oan not devote his full time to the farm operation.
Table 53. Investment, Income, expenses, and farm income for
general, primarily livestock, and primarily cash crop
480 acre farms
.
Item
Type of 480 Acre Farm
General : Primarily : Primarily
; Livestock ; Ossh Crop
Investment
Gross farm Income
Expenses
Net farm Income
Interest on Investment
Return to operator's labor
and management
Total expense per $100
gross Income
Return to operator's labor
and mgt. per $100 Invest-
ment
I
75,777
I
84,997
|
67,635
17,046 23,394 13,197
11,011 16,015 9,062
6,045 8,379 4,135
4,099 4,649 3,614
1,946 3,730 521
65 64 69
2.57 4.39 .77
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In the first part of this study the problem was stated that
"lnoomes on many farms In Southeastern Kansas were too low".
Among the responsible factors for the low Income were:
1. See footnote (1) p. 86.
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a. Farm acreages too small, and
b. Improper organization of farm enterprises (too many and
too small enterprises, and not the proper combination of enter-
prises) •
The objectives of this thesis were to:
a. Select farm slues of adequate aoreage and
b. Develop farm organizations for these acreages.
The budget was employed as the tool of analysis for this
study. Considerable effort and detail were Involved In the de-
velopment of the farm budgets. Anderson County was selected as
a representative of southeastern Kansas to facilitate the develop-
ment of standards.
Income, expense, and returns of the various farm organiza-
tions are presented In Table 54. As would be expected, the re-
turns for the 480 acre farms were largest. The primarily live-
stock farm returns for both 320 and 480 acre farms were the
largest In their respective size groups, and the cash crop farms
returned the least.
The general hypothesis was that farm organizations for 320
and 480 acre farms In southeastern Kansas could be developed that
would return a favorable Income. The measure of favorable Income
was In terms of the operator's return to labor and management.
The labor and management return for the 480 acre livestock farm
was $3,730. This Is close to the $3,843 which was set forth as
an adequate Income. For all practical purposes, the statement can
be made that In testing the hypothesis only one farm organization,
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the 480 acre livestock farm substantiated the hypothesis. The
other five farm organizations did not prove the hypothesis.
Aooordlng to eoonomlc theory,
Equilibrium means a state of rest—the attainment of a
position from which there Is no Incentive to move. A con-
sumer Is In equilibrium when his expenditures on different
goods and services yield maximum satisfaction. No move on
his part can increase his satisfaction but, rather, will
decrease It. Similarly, a business firm Is In equilibrium
when Its resource purchases and Its output are such that It
maximizes Its profits. If profit maximization Is Its objec-
tive. Any change on Its part will cause profits to decrease.
A resource owner Is In equilibrium when the resources which
he owns are placed In their highest paying employments and
the Income of the resource owner Is maximized. Any trans-
fers of resource units from one employment to another will
cause his Income to decrease.
1
Thus for the 320 acre farm, the livestock farm appeared to
be more In equilibrium than the other two organizations, and
likewise for the 480 acre farm, the livestock farm appeared to
be more In equilibrium. It Is true, the livestock farms In both
the 520 and 480 acre farms had to buy off farm resouroes In the
form of feed. However, by purchasing this feed, greater returns
to the other resources and to the farm were possible.
These farm organizations which have been developed In this
study have direct practical application. It was the Intention
of this thesis that the material which has been developed will be
used by extension farm management personnel and other workers In
farm planning to assist In this kind of work.
1. Richard H. Leftwloh, The Price System and Resource Allo -
cation , p. 551.
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Table 55. Cost of lime per ton* by oounties, Tyi>e-of-Farmlng
Areas 1 and 2.
: A.S.C. : Total : Fa rme rs
Item : payment :
: per acre^ :
cost
per aore^
: net cost
: per acre2
T
Type-of-Farmlng Area 1
Cherokee 2.55 3.64 1.09
Crawford 2.38 3.40 1.02
Labette 2.38 3.40 1.02
Montgomery 2.52 3.60 1.08
Neosho 2.38 3.40 1.02
Wilson 2.38 3.40 1.02
Type-of-Farming Area 2
Allen 2.30 3.29 .99
Anderson 2.34 3.34 1.00
Bourban 2.45 3.50 1.05
Coffey 2.55
3*00
1.09
Franklin 2.10 .90
Linn 2.25 S.tl .96
Miami 2.10 3.00 .90
Osage 2.40 3.43 1.03
Woodson 2.45 3.50 1.05
Total 35.53 50.75 15.22
Avg. for Type -of-Farming
Areas 1 and 2 2.37 3.38 1.01
1. Obtained from the Riley County A.S.C. Office, Manhattan,
Kansas. Price is for minimum application of 2 tons per acre.
To qualify for payment, lime must be applied prior to establish-
ing grasses or legumes.
2. Calculated on basis of A.S.C. payments set at 70 per-
cent of total cost.
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This study was conoerned with budgeting 320 and 460 acre
farms In southeastern Kansas In an attempt to determine the rela-
tive lnoome producing possibilities of alternative beef-wheat
farm organizations. The problem was that financial returns from
farming on many farms In this area have been too low. Although
there were many causes for low farm Income, this study concerned
Itself only with too small acreages and Improper organization of
enterprises. The objectives of this study were to offer concrete
suggestions for use In the neat three to five years time period
concerning adequate farm size and proper farm organization which
might help remedy the above problem.
Farm labor limited to that provided by the operator and some
additional hired labor, few off farm resources, and the trend of
farm size In southeast Kansas were bases for selecting 320 and
480 acre size farms for study. Each size farm was first adapted
to a general farm orpanlzatlon which produced wheat and soybeans
for cash crops and livestock In amounts thought to be representa-
tive of the area studied. Deferred steer and wintered and fat-
tened heifers were of sufficient number to utilize all roughage
and feed grain produced on the farm. Second, a primarily live-
stock farm was developed with Increased livestock numbers. More
roughage was produced and soybeans were deleted from the cropping
system. Corn was purchased for livestock feed In addition to the
feed grain produced on the farm. Third, a primarily cash crop
was developed which produoed wheat, soybeans, and corn not fed
to livestock for cash crops. Enough deferred steers were carried
to utilize the available pasture. Roughage production was de-
creased to supply adequate cattle ration requirements and soybean
acreage Increased the same amount.
The budget was employed as the tool of analysis for this
study. Considerable effort and detail were Involved in the
development of the budpet standards. Anderson County was select-
ed as representative of southeastern Kansas to facilitate the
development of standards.
Income, expense, and returns of the various farm organiza-
tions are presented In Table 1. The general hypothesis was that
farm organizations for 320 and 480 acre farms In southeastern
Kansas could be developed that would return a favorable lnoome In
terms of the operator's return to labor and management. As would
be expected, the returns for the 480 acre farms were largest.
The primarily livestock farm returns for both 320 and 480 acre
farms were largest In their respective size groups, and the cash
crop farms returned the least.
The labor and management return for the 480 acre livestock
farm was $3,731 which was close to the $3,843 set forth as an
adequate lnoome. For all practical purposes, the statement can
be made that In testing the hypothesis only one farm organization,
the 480 aore livestock farm, substantiated the hypothesis. The
other five farm organizations did not prove the hypothesis.
These farm organizations which have been developed in this
study have direct practical application. It was the intention of
this thesis that the material which has been developed will be used
by extension farm management personnel and other workers In farm
planning to assist In their kind of work.
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